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AVAILABLE NOWI
We are pleased to announce the long-awaited publication
of the popular book
'CANADA, THE 1967-73 DEFINITIVE ISSUE'
(the Centennial Definitives), 2nd edition, by Fred W. L.
Keane and J. Paul Hughes, with extensive additions and
revisions by the British North America Philatelic Society
Study Group. This publication is a "must" for the
Centennial collector or student of modern Canadian
philately.

Retail price is $17.95.
ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!!

Available from your local dealer,
or from the publisher,

~torgt ~.

Wtgg 1ltb.

36 VICTORIA STREET
TORONTO, CANADA M5C 2N8
VISA

Telephone: (<416) 363-1596-7
Trade lnqu iries Welcome

•

HOME AT LASTI

OUR NEW PREMISES - 185 QUEEN STREET EAST

DEMOLITION HAS COMPELLED US TO MOVE. AT FIRST THIS SEEMED A
SET-BACK, BUT WE ARE NOW PLEASED AND EXCITED ABOUT OUR
MOVE. THE MUCH LARGER PREMISES THAT WE HAVE PURCHASED
WILL BE OUR PERMANENT HOME AND WILL ALLOW US TO EXPAND
OUR SERVICES TO OUR FRIEN DS AND CUSTOMERS. 185 QUEEN ST.
EAST IS ONLY FOUR AND A HALF BLOCKS EAH OF YONGE. STREET
PARKING IS ALMOST ALWAYS AVAILABLE. WE ARE IN THE SAME
BLOCK AS THE FAMOUS ANTIQUE HOUSE OF WADDINGTON'S. QUEEN
STREET IS CLEARLY THE COMING STAMP STREET IN TORONTO, WITH
CHARLTON'S, KOSZTANDY. SISSONS AND L.C.D. AND NOW JIM A. HEN NOK LTD. WE HAVE TWO FLOORS WITH PLENTY OF MUCH NEEDED
SPACE. THE SAME FRIENDLY STAFF WILL CONTINUE TO WELCOME
YOU AND THE COFFEE POT WILL ALWAYS BE ON. PLEASE LOOK IN
AND SEE US SOON.
WE OPEN AT 185 QUEEN ST. EAST ON SEPTEMBER 17, 1984. YOU WILL
BE SURPRIS ED AT THE RANGE AND BREADTH OF OUR STOCK OF
STAMPS, POSTAL HISTORY ITEMS, LITERATURE AND SUPPLIES. OUR
GREATEST LOVE IS B.N.A. POSTAL HISTORY BUT WE BUY, SELL AND
OFFER FOR SALE BY PRIVATE TREATY ANYTHING OF PHILATELIC
INTEREST.
P.S. OUR PHONE NUMBER WILL REMAIN THE SAME: (416) 363-7757

JIM A, HENNOK LTD

185 Queen East
Toronto, Ontario

Canada M5A 1S2
Tel: (416) 363-7757
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Tl-iE EDITOR'S PAGE
by MIKE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
San Francisco is as much a state of mind
as it is a city. The visitor, struck by the impossibility of living and working in a place which
is virtually all steep hills, but confronted by
hundreds of thousands of buildings clinging to
those hills, sometimes at seemingly precarious
angles, and equal numbers of people going
about their daily lives, quickly ignores the
obvious and joins in the fun. The bells of the
cable cars, for instance, more often than not
brought sleepy smiles instead of angry frowns
to those awakened when the first car of the day
rolled past the hotel around 6:30AM.

in the earlier part of the week had seemeo
intent on making each visitor angry, got its act
together to put on an excellent closing banquet.
In commenting on last year's convention,
I said that San Francisco would have a tough
time beating Winnipeg's Red River dinner cruise.
Well, a charcoal barbeque aboard one of the
bay ferries on a beautifully clear night took
care of that prediction in short order. I feel
safe in predicting that Ed Harris and Sam Nickle
will not serve us dinner on a raft going down
the Bow River at Calgary next year - but then
I've been wrong before, haven't 17

O L D FACES- N EW FACES
The locale was obviously enough to offset the distance, as close to 180 members and
spouses (plus at least 4 kids of varying ages)
At the end of this year three of our longregistered for the annual BNAPS get-together.
est serving officers will have retired from active
Exhibitors had booked early to load the avail- duty in the Society. There's no need to recount here all their efforts on behalf of BNAPS,
able frames, and almost all the displays were of
very high calibre. As far as this member of the but we would be remiss not to acknowledge
Jury could determine, four exhibits contained
them .
material never before shown at a BNAPEX,
Leo LaFrance, Chairman of the Board of
indirectly confirming the success of Study
Governors, Wilmer Rockett, Member of the
Group Coordinator John Burnett's efforts to
Board, and Ed Richardson, Chairman of the
encourage people working in new areas to come
Order of the Beaver, have all served the Society
forward.
well and faithfully for many years and deserve
Garvin and Janice Lohman, and all the
our thanks and appreciation.
NORCAL Regional Group members who worked
The new Executive and Board of Goververy hard to put it all together, deserved the . nors will need the cooperation and support of
congratulations and thanks they received from
all as they either move to new duties or take up
the reigns for the first time. Let's give it to them!
many grateful members. Even the hotel, which

~
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lOOKING ROUND FOR SQUARES?
We are pleased to offer by Private Treaty and in our January Public
Auction an outstanding collection of SQUARED Cl RCLES, containing
many unique and seldom seen items, including ALMA, ASHCROFT
STATION , BLYTH, FOREST, PETITCODIAC on 3¢ JUBILEE to
mention but a few.
PERHAPS YOUR INTERESTS INCLUDE :
ADMIRAL ISSUE
ADVERTISING COVERS
AIRMAIL COVERS
ALBERTA
ASSINIBOIA
BRITISH COLUMBIA
CINDERELLA ITEMS
DEAD LETTER OFFICE
DUPLEXES
EDWARD VII ISSUE
1859 FIRST CENTS ISSUE
EXHIBITION COVERS
FANCY CANCELLATIONS
FLAGS
JUBILEE ISSUE
LARGE QUEEN ISSUE
LEGISLATIVE POSTMARKS
LITERATURE
MANITOBA
MAP ( 1898) ISSUE
MAPLE LEAF ISSUE
MILITARY
NEW BRUNSWICK
NEWFOUNDLAND
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
NOVA SCOTIA
NUMERAL CANCELLATIONS
NUMERAL ISSUE
YUKON

OFFICIALLY SEALED
O.H.M.S.
ONTARIO
PATRIOTIC
PENCE ISSUE
PERF INS
POSTAGE DUE
POSTAL STATIONERY
PRECANCELS
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
PROOFS
QUEBEC
RAILROAD POST OFFICES
REGISTERED COVERS
REGISTRATION STAMPS
REVENUES
ROLLER CANCELLATIONS
ROYAL TRAIN
SASKATCHEWAN
SEMI-OFFICIALS
SHIP CANCELLATIONS
SLOGANS
SMALL QUEEN ISSUE
SPECIAL DELIVERY
SQUARED CIRCLES
TELEGRAPH COVERS
VARIETI ES
WAR TAX

PLEASE WR ITE OR TELEPHONE FOR A COMPLIMENTARY COPY
OF OUR AUCTION CATALOGUE AND P.T. LISTINGS.

~~et/ d

~

P.O. BOX 937
VERNON, B.C. VlT 6MB
(604) 542 -5169
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PHILATELISTLTD.

THE

PRESIDENT'S
CORNER
by Mike Dicketts

San Franslco has come and gone. Those
who made the journey in eager anticipation of
seeing old and new friends have returned home
satisfied in the knowledge that their expectations
f or a wonderful three days in the City by the Bay
were confirmed. Our delightful hosts, the N orcal
Regional Group, set a high standard of ' laid back'
hospitality which drew rave reviews from seasoned conventiongoers. A wonderful display of
stamps was complimented by fourteen well-attended seminars. Thrill-seekers got their kicks
from the bus tour to Muir Woods, while everyone
relished the Bar-b-que on the Bay tour. Truly a
rewarding experience for all of us. Remember,
if you want to share in the fun, it's not too early
to plan for Calgary next September.
San Francisco also marked the retirement
from office of two of SNAPS' staunchest advocates and popular members. Leo LaFrance steps
down at the end of the year as Chairman of the
Board of Governors. L eo has served in all major
positions over a period of many years and his experience will be sorely missed. I know you'll
want to join with me in wishing him and Sue a
well -earned rest from the cares of office.

Ed Richardson has made the decision to
pass on the role of Chairman of the Order of the
Beaver to Jim Kraemer while remai ni ng Chair·
man Emeritus. Ed's contribution to SNAPS is
too extensive and well known to repeat here,
but his influence on all aspects of BNA philately
is such that I would be remiss if I did not make
note of his decision. The Order of the Beaver
will always rem ind us of Ed's view of his beloved
SNAPS.
1985 will soon be with us and with it comes
a new President whose thoughts will grace this
page. Those of us who talked with Ed Whiting
in September w i ll attest to his determination t o
honour a commitment despite a physical condition that would have laid low a lesser man. I
know you'll want to join with me in wishing Ed
a successful term in office.
Editor's Note: Mike Dicketts is a quiet in·
dividual who tends toward modesty. For the
record, it should be noted here that Mike too
has held major offices in the socierv and deserves
the rest ha will now get in the position of PastPresident. Our thanks to you Mike.

LETTERS
Since the judging in San Francisco I have
had several requests to explain 'felicitations of
the jury' and I am writing to comply .
The dictionary says 'felicitate', to congratulate, to wish happiness. 'Felicitation' is a noun
of the same meaning. The greatest 'happiness'
an exhibitor can have is to win the Grand Award,
or the Reserve Grand Award if one is given, thus
these are the ultimate felicitation. The APS

manual on judging stetes, "Felicitation of the
Jury should be given only for exhibits sh owing
exceptional philatelic research . If the exhibit is
worthy of recognition, somewhat greater then
the medal award, the committee should nominate the exhibit for a special award." 'In our
SNAPS show there were limited special awards,
therefore felicitations of the Jury were selected
as a means of rewarding exceptional showings.
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PHIL·EX~~

fln Canada

Box 980, Station K, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4P 2V3

INTERNATIONAL
STAMP SHOW
Dealers from Canada, U.S.A., &
Great Britain

JANUARY 11 TO JANUARY 13, 1985
THE SHERATON CENTRE
123 Queen St. W., Toronto, Ont.
HOURS: Friday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.;
Saturday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Sunday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Door PrlzN and SemiiJIIrs
Canada, US, Brltl8h and UN Po•t
For Bourse Information: (416) 489-3759
Or Write:
DAVID B. BASTEDO
P.O. Box 980, Stn. K
Toronto, Ont. M4P 2V3
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NOTICE TO MEMBERS
Your 1985 dues notice was included
with the LAST issue of TOPICS.
Deadline for payment is December
31, 1984. Please act now
if your dues are still unpaid.
Annual Dues - $18 CON. Send to BNAPS, c/o John Graper, Assistant
Secretary, P.O. Box 4200, Delaware City, DE 19706.

The felicitations were selected for gold award
winners after the Grand Award had been award·
ed.
I am happy to state that In the last decade
the award level of exhibits In BNAPS shows has
increased dramatically. It was a pleasure to j udge
this particular show. It should be noted that the
sponsors chose to follow the APS and RPSC and
hold a critique after the awards had been posted.
This is a most favorable advancement, and should
be a MUST for future shows. I t is the forum
where exhibitors w ho are either displeased w ith
their award, or wish to learn how they can upgrade their present exhibit, can present their case
and receive a hearing. If unhappy exhibitors do
not care to be present at the critique and voice
their dissatisfaction, they have missed the chance
to complain and all future pleas of discomfort
will be overlooked. Later growlings to the judges
can onl y serve to demean the exhibitor without
intimidating the judges.
Another point of contention was the award
to an exhibit that had been accepted by the
sponsors, for which the exhibitor had paid his
fee. One member felt that the exhibit was not
philatelic. It should be pointed out that the
judges are duty bound to judge ALL EXHIBITS.
The judges are not given the option of discarding
an exhibit accepted by the sponsors.
Exhibitors who frequently show the same
exhibit, even if it has appeared in different shows
over a period of time, run the risk of having one
or more of the judges becoming overly fam iliar
with its strengths and/or weaknesses. Thus the
exhibit may be graded higher or lower as the

familiarity grows. The same effect may be h ad
where the level of the show changes. What may
be a gold in a Local show, can turn out to be a
silver in a National show.
Presentation is al~o a factor. Garish or ostentatious presentations run the risk of offend·
ing a judge. While the effect may be subjective
end points are not deleted because of the pre·
judice, the effect may be to lower the rating that
the exhibit could be getting. One basic No/No
from the point of view of the sponsor or the
judges is to leave a blank described space on e
page. One does not know whether the item has
become detached or lost. In the case of the
judges, it calls their attention to a missing item
which may or may not be important. Neatness
in presentation and uncrowded organization are
positive factors that can Influence the award.
I was impressed with the quality of the ex·
hibits at San Francisco. Here's to having more
like that show in the future.
Robert H. Pratt
Chairman of the Jury

NEWFOUNDLANDPLATEFAULTREOUEST
In his publication The Last Stamps of New·
found/and (Robson Lowe, 1978) John Ayshford
includes a description of the major plate faults
of the known plates. In an ongoing study of the
usage of the five cant caribou stamps, I have i·
dentified seven of the eight major plate faults
listed by Ayshford for the plate number 41419
from which there were two printings in 1942.
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Plan Now To Visi t

The most ou tstand ing phi latelic event o f the
season in Canada ...

••••••••••••
••

••
•
••

.

ST&IDP8:X
canada

ROYAL '85
24-26 MAY 1985

The event takes placl' at The Sheraton Cl'ntre
in Toronto and features:
0 Exhibitions
0 Outstanding Intanational Bourse
0 Seminars
0 Many more arrractions

Further il~(orm£lthm 11111 bt> obtaint>d u_quinst SASE fn>m:

Stamp Exhibitions Canada Inc.
10-1300 Kamato Road
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO
Canada
L4W 2N2
(416) 625-2291
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The elusive fault is that described as occurring
in position 16, "a dot above the first tree at
right". The description itself is ambiguous, not
only because one doesn't know whether to count
the trees "at right" from the left or from the right,
but also because there is a very small tree at left
of the group which cou ld easily be overlooked. I
now have about four candidates for the position
16 fault, but each one of them could be a mere
printing flaw which occurred only once. Would
any TOPICS reader who possesses established ox·
amples of the position 16 plata fault please be
kind enough to get in touch with me with a view

to letting me see the specimen(s) and make good
photographs of the fault? My address is 39214
Markham St., Toronto, Ont. M6G 2K9.
Derek Paul
PEl STUDY GROUP
We are in the process of starting a Prince
Edward Island Study Group. Anyone interested
in joining (dues are $5 US) or receiving more in·
formation should contact me at 2918 Cheshire
Ad., Wilmington, DE 19810.
Jim Lehr

NOTES
SAN FRANCISCO SPURS
FIVE NEW STUDY GROUPS

45365.

Study Group Coordinator John Burnett
has announced that, as a result of discussions at
BNAPEX '85, five new study groups are in the
process of forming.
The five, with contacts, are: Legislative
Postmarks - Barry Shapiro, Box 9865, College
Station, TX 77840; Postage Dues - Cal Cole,
3839 Ezie St., San Jose, CA 95111; Newfound·
land - C. A. Stillions, 5031 Eskridge Terrace
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016; Roller Cancels
- Nancie Rabe, Box 1106, Clearfield, PA
16830; Large Queens - Joe Di Ciommo, 414
Upper Ottawa St., Hamilton, Ont. L8T 3T1.
Any member interested in any of these groups
should write the contact person right away.
Burnett commented that he was extremely
pleased with the response of knowledgeable
BNAPSars to his request to form more groups,
and mentioned that he hoped to see even more
interest, especially from collectors of Twentieth
Century material.
It only requires five BNAPSers to form a
study group. Many areas still require represents •
tion, including: Jubilees, Maple Leaf, Numeral,
Edward VII, Quebec Tercentenary, Admirals,
other George V issues, George VI issues, Exhibi·
tlon Covers, Registration, Key Cities Postal
Histories, and many more too numerous to
mention hare.
If you have an interest, why not try to
support our Society and its members by contacting John at 757 Parkwood St., Sidney, Ohio

1984 CANADA CHR ISTMAS SEALS
PROOFS AVAI LABLE
The six different designs of Canada's
1984 Christmas Seals will be available in a sheet
of 6 x 4 seals, a sheet of 8 parcel tags or address
labels, or as a set of 54 different progressive
colour proofs in 9 different colour combinations. The sets of proofs may be ordered for a
minimum donation of $15 from the Ontario
Lung Association, 573 King St. E., Toronto,
Ont. M5A 1M5. The 'Collector's Edition'
should be specified.
MANCHEE TO EDIT JOURNAL , KILLING·
L EY TAKES OVER MAPLE LEAVES
Eric B. Manchee of Onawa has been named
to succeed Dr. Robert C. Smith as Editor of
the Postal History Society of Canada JOURNAL,
effective with t he first issue in 1985.
On the other side of the pond, Eric Killing·
ley has succeeded Lionel Gillam as Editor of
Maple Leaves, the journal of the Canadian
Philatelic Society of Great Britain.
In congratulating his fellow editors,
TOPICS' Editor Mike Street stated categorically
that he was not contemplating changing his
first name.
CANADA'S 1985STAMP PROGRAM
Canada Post Corporation's 1985 stamp
program, announced on August 31, has already
seen two additions. The tentative program is:
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MINT CANADA
PRE-WAR
EXPERIENCE

Specializing in
ADMIRALS

and

From before the Reford Sales

19th CENTURY COVERS

LESLIE GRAY

of 1949-50 to the present I
have

been

2250 CHANCERY LANE
OAKVILLE ONTARIO
L6J 6A3

representing dis-

criminating buyers at major

SNAPS

CSDA

-

RPSC

sales in Toronto, New York,
and London.

CANADA REVENUES

Your enquiries

Bought & Sold. Wantlists invited

welcome.

GEORGEWEGG

Regular mail bid auctions and fully
illustrated pricelists, sample copy 25e
1984 Canada revenue catalog $7.50
2 Volume Canada revenue album $74.95

Box 68, Station Q,
Toronto, Canada.
M4T 2L7
(416) 489-4683

E. S.

J. van Dam Ltd.

P.O. Box 300
Bridgenorth, Ontario, Canada
KOL1HO

WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED!

With four active houses on three continents,
the Harmer network covers the global
philatelic scene. Close liaison between our
Galleries in New York, San Francisco,
London, and Sydney means that your stamps can be sold to maximum
advantage in the proper market.
When selling -- or buying . . . Harmers makes that important difference. Write or phone today for details.

HARMERS INTERNATIONAL
Philatelic Auctioneers To The World For More Than Six Decades
New York:
6 West 48th Street, New York, NY 10036 Phone: (212) 869-5400
San Francisco: 49 Geary Street, San Francisco, CA 94102 Phone: (415) 391-8244
London, England & Sydney, Australia
Also in:
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Feb 8 - International Youth Year; March
8 - Therese Casgrain; March 15 - Canada's
Space Program; May 6 - Gabriel Dumont (100th
Anniversary of the Northwest Rebellion); June
21 - Banff National Park ($2 definitive); June
28 - Canadian Forts (booklet of 10 stamps);
August 1 - The Campaign Against Alcohol and
Drug Addictions; August 30 - Pharmacists;
September 4 - Girl Guides of Canada; Septem·
ber 12 - Canadian Locomotives (4 stamps);
October 3 - Canadian Lighthouses (4 stamps);
October 24 - Christmas (3 stamps); November
8 - Royal Canadian Navy; November 22 EXPO '86.

Dart. Included in the cachets are the RCAF crest.
the air show logo (above). the CFB Shearwater
crest and a reproduction of the 1959 Silver Dart
stamp. Covers are available at $2.00 each plus
32ct postage from Capt. G. A. MacKenzie, 1333
South Park St., #515, Halifax, N.S. B3J 2K9.
SISSONS FEATURES 'IN PRIZE' REVENUES

SHEARWATER MARKS AIR
ANNIVERSARIES

The Canadian Forces Base Shearwater International Air Show, held September 29· 30, pro·
duced a special cacheted cover to mark the 60th
anniversary of the Royal Canadian Air Force and
the 75th anniversary of the flight of the Silver

included in 62 revenue lots in SissonsSum·
mer 1984 Auction held in August were three lots
of the scarce 'In Prize' Law stamps. Offered were
the 1Oct and $1 Victoria in extremely rare blocks,
and the single 25ct George V shown above.

B.N.A. COVERS
We always have over 5,000 B.N.A. covers in stock
Selections gladly sent B.N.A.P.S members
on approva l

NEW ENGLAND STAMP COMPANY
BNAPS

Established 1893

ASDA

643 FIFTH AVENUE SOUTH
NAPlES, FLORIDA, U.S.A. 33940
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CANADIAN COVERS
WANTED
Ontario towns, Squared Circles, Western,
RPO's, Military, Flags, cords, rates, etc.
(also better cancels on stamp). Individual
pieces, accumulations, collections and larger
lots wanted. Have same to offer.
SQUAReD C IRCLe EXCHANGE AND
CORRESPONDEN CE INVITED

AUCTION AGENT
For over tw.enty-five years, Jim
Hennok has been buying at major
North American Auctions. His ex pertise is available to you at a sup risingly low rate. He is widely recogniz ed as the most thorough and
accurate "viewer" in Toronto. By
employing him as an agent you can
gain anonymity and prevent unsat·
isfactory purchases. Please phone or
w rite to discuss your needs.

GRAHAM J . NOBLE

JIM A. HENNOK l TO.

P.O. SOX 80

185 Queen St. East

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Toronto, Ontario
M5A 1S2
.
Phone(416) 363-7757
(24 hours)

BNAPS • CPSGB • RPSC • APS • PHSC

COVERS

CANADIAN POSTAL HISTORY
&
POST CARDS

AND

STAM PS
Free Price List

GREENWOOD STAMP CO.

CANADA AND
PROVINCES

TEL 1-613/2, ·5.453
216 MAILEY DR.
CARLETON PLACE, ONT. K7C 3X9

The

&ami» of The World

tpi'PSBOPPE ... ~~~~:;

ALL WO RLD AUCTI<;>N SALE
CLASSICS • MODERN RARITIES • COMPLE'tE COLLECTIONS. e1c.
1

ln~;,ifl lnWI•d

~0 ~,~~~~~N

CA fAtOG UI'ON .lt(QUlST

COMMISSIOH TO SUl.

The Stamp Shoppe Auctions
P.O . Box 56, Postal Station 'A'
Fredericton, N . B. Canada E3B 4Y2
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CENTENNIAL DEFINITIYES STUDY GROUP
A Glimpse
At Some of the Repeated Users of
Centennial Special Order Stationery
by Douglas C. Irwin

Throughout the Centennial Definitive period Canada Post regularly issued prestamped
postal stationery, printed with the current first
or third class rete Centennial stamp impression.
The International Envelope Company produced
prestamped number 8 and 10 size envelopes,
while the British American Bank Note Company
printed prestamped postcards. When the Centennial Definitives were issued on 8 February
1967, the domestic first class rete was 5d, the
local first class rate was 4d and the third class
rate was 3c. On 1 November 1968 the first and
third class rates were increased to 6d and 5d re·
spectively and the local first class rate was abol·
ished. On 7 January 1970 the colour of the 6d
first class definitive was changed from orange to
black to facilitate automatic cancelling machine
trials. On 1 July 1971 the first and third class
rates were again increased, to 7d and 6d respec·
tively. Six months later, 1 January 1972, the
first class rete was raised to 8d. It is interesting
to note that the prestamped Centennial Post

Office stationery was initially sold for the face
value of the stamp. Only in the 8d first class rate
period did the Post Office decide to charge extra
for envelopes.
Many businesses and local municipal offices
required stationery of a special size or design,
particularly envelopes with a window. It was
possible to have the Centennial stamp impression
printed on special stationery provided at least
1000 items were ordered. The users of these
special order envelopes usually had their items
prepared, with all added printing, prior to having
the stamp impression applied by the I nternational Envelope Company. In a few instances, the
envelopes received the stamp impression prior
to the extra printing being added.
The story of the 8d Alaska Highway stamp
die appearing on five different special order items
has been well documented.(1 , 2, 3, 4) Special
order meter reading cards have been discussed in
this journal as well.(5) The best discussion of
all aspects of Centennial special order stationery
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(envelopes, multiple forms, letter sheets, election
envelopes, cards, etc.) appears in the new second
edition of Canada, The 1967-73 Definitive
Issue. (1)
Some special order envelope users had
many printings of envelopes produced through·
out the entire Centennial period, reflecting the
various rate changes. I n this article I will men·
tion some of the firms that had more than one
order of envelopes prepared in two or more de·
nominations, and enquire about possible addi·
tional printings which may not have been report·
ed. I t is hoped that som e BNAPSer may have
an example of an unreported special order print·
ing and thus help us document it.
Special order envelope printings may be
difficult to distinguish on piece. One clue, how·
ever, is that Post Office printings of the 6C or·
ange, 6t black, 7t and 8C all appear with secur·
ity printing on the inside of the envelope while
special order printings do not. If special order
printings appear on standard number 8 and num·
ber 10 size envelopes, they should be distlngush·
able from regular Post Office issue by a different
envelope knife (i.e. the appearance of the back
flaps of the envelope differ slightly in size and
shape.) Non -white envelopes are special order.
Members are referred to the complete I ist,
including sizes end papers, of all known Centennial Special Order Stationery given in Canada,
The 1967-73 Definitive Issue, Second Edition.
Anyone with any Centennial Special Order Sta·
tionery not I is ted there is asked to send a photo·
copy, if possible, to the author.
A RTHUR PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
The town of Arthur is located about 40 km
north of K itchener, Ontario. In November 1971
the Public Utilities Commission of Arthur had
5000 manila envelopes prepared for mailing of
public utility accounts. The envelopes measured
185 mm X 93 mm, with a window in the front
and carried a purple 8C Alaska Highway stamp.
Additional printing on the envelope was in black.
The Arthur PUC placed at least two more
orders for special order envelopes during the 8d
Centennial period. These bear the 8d Queen
stamp, again on manila envelopes of the same
size with windows. The two 8d Queen printings
can be distinguished by the shade of the stamp
and the envelope knife. One printing has a
rounded sealing flap and a light stamp impreuion
while the other printing has a pointed flap and

a very dark stamp impression.
It is quite conceivable that the Arthur PUC
utilized special order envelopes during the 4e
Centennial local first class mail rate period and
during the
period, and that 4d and 6d orange
special order envelopes from this PUC may exist.
None have been reported to date. It is possible
that any such envelopes did not have a window,
which, as discussed above, would make them
difficult to spot except, perhaps, through a lack
of security printing on the inside of 6d envelopes.
The 4c Post Office #8 and #10 envelopes were
initially printed on plain white paper and later
reissued with security printing. A special order
printing of the 4d may be difficult to distinguish
from post office stationery. The sealing flap on
the back of a special order envelope will probably
differ slightly from regu lar post office issue due
to different envelopes knives being used.

6e

CANN I NGTON HYDRO ELECTRIC
COMMISSION
Cannington is a small farming community
about 50 km northeast of Toronto. The Cannington Hydro Electric Commission ordered
about 5000
black special order stationery
items in March 1971. No complete envelopes
of this printing have been reported, only cut
squares are known. The envelopes are white,
both on the inside and outside). Their size is
unknown, as is the nature of any printing which
may be found on the envelope. Whether the
envelope had a window is also unknown.
Again it is very likely that the Cannington
HEC had spec;al order stationery printed during
the 4d and 6c orange Centennial periods, but
none has been reported.

6e

THE HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN
The Hospital for Sick Children in down·
town Toronto had 5000 white number 8 en·
velopes, with window, prepared in August 1967,
carrying the 4t red Centennial stamp. Printed
in blue at the top left corner is THE HOSPITAL
FOR SICK CHILDREN I 555 UNIVERSITY
AVE. TORONTO 2, ONTARIO.
Printing records held by the Post Office
show that the hospital had 5t special order en·
vel opes prepared, but none have yet been report·
ed. Do any members have an example of a 5t
printing?
The hospital had similar white window en·
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velopes prepared in the 6e orange and, later, in
the 6d black denominations. The inscription on
the 6d black envelopes is still in blue but 'THE
HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN' is much
larger in size, a full 5 mm high compared to the
2Y. mm high print of the 4e e'nvelopes. The envelope knife of the 6c black varies slightly from
the 4d, the 4d having a more rounded sealing flap.
IBM CANADA
International Business Machines of Don
Mills (Toronto) had at least six printings of special
order stationery, and quite possibly as many as
eight or nine, during the Centennial period. They
had plain white envelopes, 22B X 100 mm, addressed to themselves in large black, block letters: BOX 12B7 I DON MILLS I ONTARIO.
There were probably two printings of the
six cent black: 24 March 1971, and June 1971
(with an envelope proof of the former being
known); probably two printings of the 7d green
- 23,500 in August 1971 and 44,000 on 31 October 1971 (with an envelope proof of the latter
being known); and at least four printings of the
8d Queen. The different Be Queen printings can
be distinguished by the colour of the stamp
(black or slate-blue) while the later printing had
the postal code added below the address.
Printing records show that IBM had 5d
special order envelopes prepared. No examples
have been reported.
RAINY RIVER PUBLIC UTILITIES
COMMISSION
The Rainy River, Ontario PUC had about
5000 large white envelopes, 220 X 95 mm, with
window, prepared in February 1969 with the6d
orange Centennial impression. The PUC had an
additional5000similar white envelopes prepared
(with windows) with the 8d Queen and the inscription PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION I
RAINY RIVER, ONTARIO in the upper left corner in black. A second printing of about 5000
envelopes with the Be Queen had the postal code
added to the return address.
Printing records indicate that the Town of
Rainy River had 4c red and 6d black special order
printings done.

mission of the Town of Shelourne, Ontario had
5000 manila envelopes, 1B6 X 95 mm, prepared
with the 6d black Centennial. The envelopes had
windows, and the inscription : If not delivered in
10 days, Return to I SHELBURNE PUBLIC
UTILITIES COMMISSION I Drawer 250, Shelburne, Ontario in black in the upper left corner.
The PUC placed four additional orders for
special order stationery during the Be Centennial
Queen period. All envelopes are the same size as
the 6d item with windows and added printing in
black. The first three orders for Bd stationery
have identical inscriptions in the upper left corner. The last printing had a new inscription, with
SHELBURNE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION being changed to SHELBURNE UTILITIES and the postal code being added. The first
three printings of the Be envelopes can be distinguished easily. Two have long, pointed seal ing flaps with one printing having a very dark,
sharp 8d stamp while the other is much duller
printing of the Be stamp. The third printing has
a different envelope knife, producing a short,
pointed sealing flap.
According to printing records, the Shelburne Public Utilities Commission had both 4e
red and 6d orange special order stationery prepared. Neither item has been reported to date.
TARA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
The Tara, Ontario PUC had 5000 white
number B envelopes with window prepared with
the 6d orange impression in August 1969. The
inscription, in black, TARA PUBLIC UTILITIES
COMMISSION I Tara - Ontario appears in the
upper left corner. A Live Better Electrically insignia appears below the return address, also in
black.
The Tara PUC twice placed orders for Be
special order envelopes, both white number 8
stationery with windows. The first Be Queen
order has the same printing as the 6e orange,
while the second Be Queen order has the postal
code added to the return address.
The Tara Public Utilities Commission had
4t red special order envelopes prepared, according to printing records, but none have yet been
reported.
TOWNSHIP OF WHITECHURCH

SHELBURNE PUBLIC UTILITIES
COMMISSION
In February 1971 the Public Utilities Com-

The Township ofWhitechurch (located just
north of Toronto) had 3000 plain white number
10 envelopes prepared in August of 196B with
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TOWNSHIP ut- WHITECHURCH I A.A. 1
Gormley, Ontario in the upper left corner. Five
months later, the Township had 4000 new 6([
orange envelopes prepared, again plain white but
in a new size: 225 X 97 mm.
It is very likely that the Township of Whitechurch had 6([ black special order envelopes prepared, although none have been reported to date.
VESPRA TOWNSHIP
The Township of Vespra had about 5000
special order white envelopes, 231 X 103 mm,
with window and the 6e black Centennial stamp
prepared in May 1970. These envelopes were
used in the mailing of realty-tax accounts and
had printed in black in the upper left corner:
EARL RICHARDSON/CLERK-TREASURER/
OF VESPRA TOWNSHIP I 17 OWEN ST.
BARRIE, ONT.
An order for a similar 4000 envelopes was
delivered on 16 September 1971 in preparation
for the new 8e first class rates (coming into effect
on 1 January 1972). These were prestamped
with the 8e Alaska Highway, in purple.
The Township had at least three additional
special order printings of similar envelopes with
the 8e Oueen, one printing with the same return
address as on the 6e black and 8e Alaska Highway, and two separate printings with the postal
code added to the return address. The latter
printings are distinguishable by different envel ope knives: there is 14 mm between the bottom
of the window and the bottom of the envelope
in one printing, and 18 mm in the other.
According to printing records, Vespra
Township had similar special order items prepared, probably the 5e blue and the 6¢ orange,
although none have been reported .
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MAY WE SEND YOU A COPY OF

HENNOK'S

MINT CANADA

Wholesale List
*From Scott #34 to date
*Hinged and never hinged
*Fine & Very-fine grades
*Per 10 and per 50

JIM A . H ENNOK l TO.
185 Queen Street East
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5A 1S2

SKETCHes of BNAPSers
by Dr. Robert V. C. Carr
SKETCH No. 202
DEREK HAYTER

Derek Hayter, former Editor of TOPICS
and a fellow m ember of the Editorial Board,
is a very active member of SNAPS.
A native of England, he did public relations w ork for several M iddle East oil companies
before coming to Canada. He is now a Canadian
citizen and the Editor of Shell Canada's company magazine in Toron to.
Philatelically, Derek is known for his 1928
Scroll Issue collection. His extensive research
on this material will hopefully lead to eventual
publication.
Another interest is philatelic
li terature. Derek also indulges in the hobby of
ph otograp hy.
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ARCHIVES THEFTS

-

EVERYBODY LOSES
by Mike Street

This summer's flurry of thefts from archives
and dealers has brought to the fore a project
which has been on a TOPICS' back burner for an
embarassingly long time.
On Page 4 of the July -August TOPICS
readers were informed of the criminal activities
of one Frank Henry Robertson; brief mention
w as made of the fact that in 1978 Robertson was
convicted of theft from the Nova Scotia Ar·
chives. What many members do not realize is that
these cases are only the tip of an iceberg.
Shortly after taking over as Editor of
TOPICS I was asked, by a member of SNAPS,
why it was that TOPICS had not printed anything
about the 1970's Maritimes Archives thefts. I
couldn't answer the question, but promised to
rectify the situation and set about doing so with
a round of correspondence with those concerned.
At that point the project bogged down and - this
is where the embarassmentcomes in - was allow·
ed to languish.
The bare facts of the situation are: 1l Since
1976 or so, seven Canadian archives have been
looted to some degree of early stamp less covers;
2) One man has been convicted in one theft and
blamed for four others, a second man confessed
to another theft, and Pol ice have a suspect in the
seventh case; 3) Only about fiva (5) percent of
the stolen covers have been returned to the ar·
chives from which they were taken.
Before discussing this further, let's take a
look at the seven thefts.
1976-78
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK
HARRIET IRVING LIBRARY
Six covers dated 1788· 1803 to Edward
Winslow, and 54 covers addressed to the Saun·
ders family (Captain John Simcoe Saunders or his
wife, Including two addressed simply 'Command·
ing Officer at Georgetown') are still missing.
Many Saunders items are trans -Atlantic covers to
New Brunswick with Halifax transit marks.
Thirty-three are from James Chalmers to Saundert, his father-in-law. Both Saunders and
Chalmers were Loyalists who came from Virginia end Maryland raiPectlvely. John Saun·

ders (1754-1834) later became Chief Justice of
New Brunswick Supreme Court.
The person in charge of the matter at UNB
is Sheila Laidlaw, Librarian, Harriet Irving Lib·
rary, The University of New Brunswick, Freder·
icton, N.B. E3B SHS.
THE PUBLIC ARCHIVES OF NOVA SCOTIA
Letters addressed to S.G.W. Archibald, Ward
Chipman, A.B. How, John Inglis, Paul Mayler,
William Odell, Cornelius White, Gibbon White,
J. 0. W. White, Nathaniel White, (Rev.) Thomas
White, Peter Wiswell and John Young were stolen
from the Public Archives of Nova Scotia when it
was located in its old building on Cobourg Road
in Halifax. The White correspondence is particu·
larly in•portant as it includes lists of Loyalist
regiments and information on their settlement of
Shelbourne and Guysborough. A small amount
of White correspondence is on the market legiti·
mately.
More information can be obtained from
Phyllis R. Blakely, Associate Archivist, Public
Archives of Nova Scotia, 6016 University Avenue,
Halifax, N.S. B3H 1W4.
THE NEW BRUNSWICK MUSEUM
Well over 150 covers were stolen from the
lllew Brunswick Museum. The bulk of them were
addressed to various members of the Ward family
and concerned different aspects of the family
business. Many Ward items are 1820's trans·
Atlantic covers, many are cross-border mail,
others carry Quebec postmarks and some have
Nova Scotia star circle postmarks.
A second group of covers was addressed to
Lt. Col. Beverley Robinson and members of his
family. Some of these have Halifax straight line
postmarks; several are from overseas (Gibraltar,
Egypt, etc.) and discuss military matters.
Thirteen letters written to Jonathan Bliss
by the well-known Benedict Arnold, most of
which are trans-Atlantic with good Halifax
straight line and ship letter marks of the 1790's
are also missing. Two other correspondences
were also looted, and letters addressed to James
Burns end R. F. Hazen taken.
Contacts at the N BM are Dr. Alan McNairn,
Director, or Art Roblnton, Security Manager and
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Assistant Director, The New Brunswick Museum,
277 Douglas Avenue, St. John, N. B. E2K 1E5.
1980
ARCHIVES OF ONTARIO
1n Aprll1980 a Toronto stamp dealer offered the Ontario Archives an opportunity to copy
a l etter to John Strachan. When the item was
checked against the Archives' holdings, it was disc~vered that it actually belonged to the Ontario
Archives, and the search was on. An employee
of the Archives eventually confessed to the crime
and received a suspended sentence.
Letters addressed to people with the following family names are m issing: Askin/Caddy;
Baird/Green/White; St. George/Baldwin/Large;
Bethune; Cassady; Earl of Selkirk/Boulton; Van
Doorn/Van Doren/B uel ;Butchart; Dobbs/Hitch ings/Cartwright; Clerke/Gerrie; Crookshank/
Proctor/Lambert; Cunningham; Elmsley/ Macau·
ley; Ford; Foster; Taylor; Gemmeii/Lees; Murray/
Powell/Jervis; Jones/Richards; Mackenzie/Lindsey/Carroll; Merritt/Prendergast/Roblnson/Hamilton/1 rvln/Buchanan/Chase/Baker; Wyatt/Norton/Warton; Steele/Adams; Robinson; Rousseau;
Russell; Stone; Strachan/Brown/Cameron/Jarvis/
Archdeacon of York/ Bishop of Toronto; Tupper;
Howard/Wallbridge. (In this list, names from a
single collection are kept between semi -colons
and separated by '/' marks.)
Almost none of the documents stol en from
the Ontario Archives have been returned . William
Ormsby, Archivist of Ontario, 77 Grenville St.,
Toronto, Ont. M7A 2R9 will assist with en,.. irles.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN CANADA
ARCHIVES
In the fall of 19BO the Presbyterian Church
in Canada Archives discovered that many stamplen covers were missing from one of their collections. The 246 stampless letters, dated between
1B32 and 1850, are almost all addressed to Rev.
William Proudfoot, London, Upper Canada. Ten
letters are trans - Atlantic entires from Scotland;
25 cross -border covers are included in the total.
Primary distribution of the stolen material
took place In August 1980. Some were on sale
at the Black Creek Pioneer Village post office in
early 1983.
The reason or reasons behind the Presbyterian Church's decision not to make the theft public are not known at this time. The facts were
made public in 1984 by a south -western Ontario
stamp dealer who made enquiries after becoming

suspicious.
Rev. T. M. Bailey, Archivist, Presbyterian
Church in Canada Archives, 59 St. George St.,
Toronto, Ontario M5S 2E6 is the primary contact in this case.
1984
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES
Frank Henry Robertson's return assault on
Canada's archives apparently began with a trip to
Kingston, Ontario last May 25. He visited the
Queen's University Archives and rifled several
correspondences. On May 30 he sold the stolen
covers to a Toronto dealer, who in turn sold them
to an Ottawa dealer on June 1 at ST AMPEX. By
coincidence, Robertson then visited the Ottawa
dealer on June 4 and shoplifted some stamps. On
June 5 he was back in Toronto trying to sell the
stolen stamps to the same Toronto dealer. Something clicked, and on June 6 the two dealers reported the shoplifting. Subsequently, it was discovered by another dealer that the covers sold by
Robertson belonged to Queen's.
Working closely with Queen's and the Police, the Ottawa dealer was able to help in therecovery of 95 percent of the material stolen from
Queen's (much material stolen from stamp dealers by Robertson is still missing.)
As far as is known, only 5 or 6 covers are
still at large. The sender and/or addressee of th~
missing items could have one of the following
names: John Macaulay, Charles Treadwell, Joel
Stone, Dunham Jones, W. T. Jones, Solomon
Jones, Maria Dorland, Lym on Stone, Rev. J. C.
Byrnes, Harmon Fairfield, Stephen Fairfield, J.
Bland, Andrew Hurd or J. B. Wells.
Mrs. Ann McDiarmaid Is the chief archivist.
She can be reached at Queen's University Archives, Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6.
UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
LIBRARY
While the Ottawa and Toronto dealers were
~inning to sort out the Queen's mess. Robertson struck again, this time at the University of
Western Ontario in London. Besides stampless
covers, ·several items of military history, including a diary and a miniature replica of a cannon,
were taken.
Through a series of circumstances, Robertson was caught at London's CN station, but he
escaped. Some material was found at the time,
and two months later what is thought to be the
balance of Western's property was discovered in
a locker at the same train station.
AI though it appears that th is material has
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been recovered, anyone who this summer purchased letters to, from or concerning Thomas
Talbot, Edward Ermatinger, William Barry or
Dennis O'Brien should contact Edward Phelps,
Chief Librarian, University of Western Ontario
Library, London, Ontario N6A 3K7.

THE L OSERS
THE PUBLIC
The archives have lost pieces of paper.
Their owners, the public, have lost the cost of
Police and Court action as well as the cost of increased security at the archives.
Worse, the people of Canada have lost a part
of their heritage. This aspect was well covered
by David Russell of the Ontario A rchives. Writing
in Library and Archival Security, he said of the
thefts, "From en historical point of view, the loss
is significant, as the letters record the thoughts
and action of numerous political, religious, end
business leaders who played an important role
In the life of this early society. The losses include
over 30 letters from the John Strachan Collec·
tion (Upper Canada's first Anglican Bishop and
member of the Tory family compact); 1091etters
from the Peter Russell's Collection (Upper Cena·
de's Second Lieutenant Governor); 42 letters
from the Baldwin Family Papers (Robert Baldwin
was a prominent political le8der and the father
of Responsible Government); 248 letters from
the William Hamilton Merritt Papers (an impor·
tant entrepreneur and bulder of the Weiland
Canal); and some 40 letters from the Mackenzie·
Lindsey Papers (William Lyon MackenziB was a
prominent reformer and a le8dBr of the Rebellion
of 1837). The thefts, in short, are from some of
the Archives' most valued and important collections."
DEALERS
I n terms of outright loss of money, dealers
have been hardest hit. The Police, of course, will
seize the goods and return them to the archives.
Dealers can only recover their money from the
thief - an unlikely prospect, even if an arrest is
made. I nsurance coverage in these cases is difficult, if not impossible.
Equally important to the dealer is the loss
of time, almost as valuable a commodity as stock
or money. Responc~ing to investigations, trying
to locate stolen goods already sold, going to
Court as a witness; all these things eat up precious hours, days and even weeks.

COLLECTORS
Although collectors can recover their
money from the dealer if a purchase turns out
to be stolen, there is still a certain amount of inconvenience, not to mention loss of the item
from the collection.
As security is tightened, postal history col lectors, like students of general history, can lose
access to valuable information, particularly
knowledge of the existence of previously unknown postmarks. Without archival sources, the
late Frank W. Campbell told the author, his important reference works could never have been
written.
PHILATELY
Police, archivists and other outsiders are
always amazed when they first realize how much
philatelic business is carried out on the strength
of a handshake, or a phone call. One casualty of
the archives thefts is that some of the element of
trust which fuels our hobby has been lost. (The
archives, too, operated on trust, to their regret.)

THE RESPONSE OF THE PHILATELIC
COMMUNITY
In the most recent incidents, the philatelic
community has played a large part in recovering
the stolen goods. As related above, a dealer discovered the Queen's theft, and another dealer
has been instrumental in getting the covers back.
In London, a dealer actually wrestled with Robertson, trying to hold him for the Police.
In the earlier thefts, however, our record is
poor, even sad. Less than 5% of the material has
been recovered. Four of six stolen covers which
were illustrated in this magazinfJ as part of arti·
c/es were returned; 2 were 'sold to persons unknown' and are still missing.
David Ross, former Director of the New
Brunswick Museum, put the matter elOQuently
but bluntly when he wrote in 1982:
"There has been some criticism of archives
for a) not knowing exactly whet they own, end
b) for not keeping tighter security. The criticism
is justified, though the reason for these omissions
is that archives do not have sufficient staff to
maintain nearly as complete records as they
would like, and also, that until recently we all
worked on trust. I think that this trust was justi·
fied, since as far as we know only one major thief
has been involved out of all the thousands of
honest people who have examined the covers in
our archives.
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"Due to the theft, procedures are now very
different, security is much tighter, only a few,
highly accredited people see anything but micro·
film. Security routines take up slot of staff time
which could otherwise be devoted to more use·
ful work.
'We have had some 21 covers returned to
us by collectors who bought them in good faith,
including three from a collector who took the
dealer to the small debts court In Toronto where
he recovered his purchase price plus costs, a total
or some $700, which would seem to be an expen·
sive object lesson for the dealer. ..
"As you can see by the length of the list, it
is difficult to publicise widely, though we distrib·
uted some 60 copies to philatelic journals, clubs
and dealers. The response from dealers has been
dead silence. Even tha CSDA has done nothing
to try to help. Clubs have been most kind in
publicising the theft in their journals. Collectors,
with the exception of those who have returned
covers, (6 people) seem in general to take the
attitude that something stolen from a museum
or archives is fair game and that possession of
stolen materiel of such kind is not a 'real' crime.
"I can only say that the response of the phil·
atelic community has been disappointing. Little
sorrow, let atone outrage has been expressed,
though one wonders what the reaction of a col·
lector or deafer would be if his own collection
was robbed.
NThe Museum's attitude is that we will never
close the case. We will take all possible legal steps
to recover our property whenever and wherever
it surfaces, in safes, articles or catalogues. The
museum will continue to do this indefinitely, my
successor and his successor will continue the pro·
cess of recovery for the next 50 years if neces·
sary."

WHAT MUST BE DONE?
Fault can be found in many areas, but vol·
leys of blame will not solve the problems. The
following comments are made in the hope of preventing, or at least minimizing, further losses and,
with a bit of luck, reducing the damage already
done.
1.
Archives must take steps to microfilm all
their holdings. The purpose of this is both to
have a record of the material and to establish
ownership. The dealer ordered by the Court to
repay the collector who had returned stolen

covers fought the case on the grounds that the
archive in question could not prove ownership,
and thus that no theft had occured. Had his de·
fence been successful, he says, other archives
would have taken notice and precautions to
guard against similar thefts, thus lessening his
and other dealers' chances of being stung in the
future.
Archives must notify the authorities and
the hobby immediately on discovering a loss, and
must be unreleRting in pressing charges and trying to recover their property. Nothing encour·
ages people to steal, or to keep stolen property,
more than the knowledge that nothing will happen to them.
Archives should consider seriously the sug·
gestion that after microfilming documents, all
those with philatelic value should be offered at
auction. (In cases where only one or two ex·
am pies of a prominent person's handwriting exist
on items which also have philatelic value, the
archives would obviously want to retain the
material.) The value of this is obvious- archives
would have more money to spend on their other
work and would have fewer attractions for crimi·
nals; collectors would have access, legitimately,
to new and perhaps previously unknown material.
2.
Dealers have learned a great deal, in the past
few years, about identifying or suspecting stolen
material on sight. Visual clues. as well as methods
or tracing sources of documents by the names
of the sender or addressee, have made things a
bit safer for them. As this summer's events have
shown, however, more educational efforts are
needed to spread this information.
Another area in which dealers will have to
tighten their operations comes in their dealings
with people a) known to have been convicted
or theft or related offences, or b) people com·
pletely unknown to them. In the former case, a
pedigree and time before payment must be de·
manded; in the latter, a request for several pieces
of solid identification might just produce some
surprising results.
3.
Governments must be spurred to do two
things. First, archives must be given the resources
necessary to record all holdings. Perhaps a Federal-Provincial effort could be organized, in conjunction with a job creation scheme, to do a
microfilm blitz of all facilities in the country.
Second, Police forces must be encouraged to de·
vote manpower and money to these crimes. A
criticism levelled this past summer was that it was
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difficult to get the attention of Police forces be·
cause Robertson's activities were not as important as the more serious matters they usually con·
front. The FBI in the United States has more
than one officer working fulltime on philatelic
matters - does any Canadian force?
4. The philatelic press must print all pertinent
details of a theft as soon as possible after notifi·
cation - and not six years later.

5.

The collector must take the same precau·
tions as a dealer when buying from a shady or
unknown person. More important, expecially in
the cases discussed here, collectors must examine
their collections, check out material which might
be even the slightest bit suspect, and return it if
it is identified as stolen.
If we w ant a clean hobby, we cannot turn
a blind eye to unpleasant thi ngs in order to en·
hance our collections. I t is a sad fact that some
collectors have kept items they know were stolen
from archives mentioned above, either boldly or
using excuses such as 'title' or "How do I know
for sure?". This cannot be tolerated, because if
that's the kind of hobby we want, that's the kind
of hobby we'll get - along with the bad repute·
tion that at least one other hobby has acquired.
Any collector who has material which is
suspect should photocopy all sides and send the
photocopies to the appropriate person named in
this article. If some people feel embarassment at
even making an enquiry, the author would be
w illing to act as an intermediary on the cl ear
understanding that if something is identified as
stolen, the authorities will be informed of the
name of the source. We have an obligation to
ourselves to try to resolve this situation.

MAIL AUCTIONS
EVERY TWO MONTHS
* CAN ADA AND PROVINCES
* UN ITED STATES
* BR. COMMONWEALTH
* FOREIGN
* LARGE LOTS
Subscri ptions S 10.00 per year·
Wri te t oday for our next sal e

VANCE AUCTIONS LTD.
Box 267H - Smift.ville, Ontario, Canada
LOI2AO
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Canada, Newfoundland
And Othe r B.N.A.
Public Auct ions
Bosutoland, Fa lkland Islands
and

other

British

Commo n-

wea lth. Mint, Used, On Cover,
Single Ra rities, Collections, Accumulations Bought and Sold.

JOHN H. TALMAN
BOX 70, ADELAIDE STREET P.O.
TORONTO, ONT.

M5C 2H8

PHONE (416) 863 -1465
Visi t our store at 211 Yonge St.
(Upper Mezzanine)
Downtown Toronto

BRITISH
EMPIRE
and

BNA
We carry o ne of the larges!
stocks including specialists
material. Want lists accepted . Why not drop us a
line.

Peter Singer
Post Office Box 46138, Station "G",
Vancouver , B.C., Canalkl V6R 4G5

Members: A.S.D.A., B.P.A.,
P.T.S., etc.

MINUTES OF THE 1984 ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE
BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
PHILATELIC SOCIETY
36th A NN UAL GENER A L M EETING OF

BNAPS
September 8, 1984
The meeting was opened at 0830 hours in
the Sir Francis Drake Hotel, San Francisco, Cali·
fornia by the President, Mike Dicketts.
In memory of the members who have died
since the lett annual general m eeting, a moment
of silence w as observed .
I t w aa moved by Joe Purcell and seconded
by AI Steinhart that the minutes of the last an·
nual meeting be approved as printed in TOPICS.
Carried.
M ike Dlcketts read his President's report
and moved acceptance. Seconded by Mike Street
Carried.
LeoJ. La France read his report as Chairman
of the Board of Governors. He moved its accept·
ance, seconded by Lew Ludlow.
Carried.
Earle L. Covert read his report as Secretary
and moved its acceptance, seconded by Herb
Marion. Carried.
Marva Paige read her report as Treasurer
and moved its acceptance, seconded by Jack
Benningen. Carried.
Bob Carr reed his report as Coordinator of
Regional Groups. He moved acceptance, second·
ed by Jim Lehr. Carried.
AI Steinhart reed his report as Chairman
of the Handbook Committee. He moved accept·
ance, seconded by Jeff Switt. Carried.
AI Steinhart read the report of Dave Clare,
Manager of the Book Department. He moved
acceptance, seconded by Clif f Guile. Carried.
A I Steinhart read the report of Dave Dixon,
Advertising Manager of BN·A TOPICS. He moved
acceptance, seconded by Jim Catterick. Carried.
C. A. Stllllons read his report as Chairman
of the Editorial Board. He moved acceptance,
seconded by Lew Ludlow. Carried.
Mike Street reed his report as Editor of

TOPICS and moved acceptance, seconded by
Robert Lemire. Carried.
Ed Richardson, Chairman of the Order of
the Beaver, asked for a moment of silence for
the departed members of the Order. He then ask·
ed the members of the Order of the Beaver to
come forward. There were eleven members pre·
sent. Ed Richardson announced that he has been
made Chairman Emeritus of the Order of the
Beaver. Jim Kraem er has been elected as the new
Chairman, and Jim Lehr has been elected V iceChairman. In the absence of Jim Kraemer, Jim
Lehr announced that John S. Siverts has been
elected a member of the Order of the Beaver.
Earle Covert read the report of Ritch Toop,
Circulation Manager of TOPICS. He moved ac·
ceptance and Harry Lussey seconded. Carried.
Earle Covert read the report of Norm
Brassier, Chairman of the Membership Commit·
tee. He moved acceptance, seconded by Robert
Lemire. Carried.
Earle Covert read the report of John Graper,
Asslsstant Secretary. He moved acceptance, se·
conded by Bill Rockett. Carried.
John T. Burnett read his report as Study
Group Coordinator. He moved acceptance of
his report, seconded by Bill Robinson. Carried.
C. A. McGuire read his report as Convention
Coordinator. He moved aoceptanca of his report,
seconded by AI Cook. Jim Lehr expressed appreciation for Ron McGuire's work.
Ed Harris gave a report on next year's meet·
ing in Calgary.
Bob Jamieson read his report as Sales Cir·
cult Manager. He moved acceptance of his re·
port, seconded by Mike Street. Carried.
Earle Covert read Don Makinen's report as
Librarian. He moved acceptance, seconded by
AI Steinhart. Carried.
The winner of the Vincent G. Greene Award
for the best article, series of articles, column or
series of columns authored by a member or mem·
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bers of BNAPS and originally published in BNA
TOPICS during 1983 is Edward A. Richardson,
for the series of articles 'Canadian Military Postal
History' appearing In numbers one through five
of Volume 40.
Members who have now reached Emeritus
status are: #168, Edward A. Richardson; #548,
Boyd D. P. Funk; #609, Cleo H. Fee; #611, Pitt
Petri; and #627, Samuel F. Pell, Jr.
Bob Jamieson was named recipient of the
President's award for proposing the most new
members in 1983.
The elected officers for 1985- 1986 are:
President: Edward J. Whiting
First Vice President : C. Ronald McGuire
Second Vice President: Robert V. C. Carr
Treasurer: Marva A. Paige
Secretary: Earle L. Covert, MD
Wayne Curtis, Chairman of the Ballot Committee, has reported that the newly elected members of the Board of Governors, serving until 31
December 1988, are: Gary Lyon, David McKain,
William Pawluk, William Robinson and Clarence
Stlllions.

The new Chairman of the Board of Governors, serving until 31 December 1986, is Allan
Steinhart.
The work of the retiring members of the
Board of Governors and the Executive, particularly Chairman Leo LaFrance and President Mike
Dlcketts, was acknowledged.
AI Cook announced that he is donating ten
brass sculptures of a beaver to be used by Regional Groups for awards for the best BNA exhibit at
local or regional shows as a way of promoting
BNAPS and BNA Philately.
Bob Carr read a letter from Jim Beale, Chairman of the APS Anti- Theft Committee, advising
members of the theft of the Proudfoot correspondence.
Bob Carr's continuing work in providing
SKETCHes of BNAPSers in TOPICS was acknowledged.
There being no further business, adjournment was moved by AI Steinhart, seconded by
AI Cook and carried.
Earle L. Covert, MD
Secretary

REPORTS

PRESIDENT
As we gather once more in this our 36th
annual convention, I am glad to report that steady
progress has been made in your interests by the
officers of BNAPS.
While total membership continues to hover
around the 1450 mark, due to deaths and resignations, new collectors in a steady stream have
been welcomed to our ranks since I reported to
you in Winnipeg. I hope that any of them present today realise why attendance at our convention is the finest way to benefit from membership.
Sales of material through our circuit books
have reached a new high thanks to all those buyera and sellers around the country, and thanks
to Bob Jamieson's skill at running a very complex
system. Bob has circulated hundreds of books
in the past year, testifying to the circuit's popularity.
Growth in study groups continues unabated. With fourteen on stream we are obviously

doing something right, and I can only repeat what
I've said before - if you. have an Interest not
currently served by a group, speak to John Burnett or any other official and we'll help to set one
up. I'm delighted to welcome Frank Waite, who
is assisting John in co -ordinating Study Groups
by writing a new column in TOPICS.
The quality of articles in TOPICS remains
very high and, I feel, offers something for everyone. Mike Street once again earns our praise for
consistently getting the magazine out on schedule, which ' can only be achieved by devoting
many hours of his spare time.
Our Book Department took a giant step forward in December 1983 when we began offering
an expanded library of books at discount prices.
The result of much negotiation by Allan Steinhart finally paid off and, from the sales figures
achieved, I can tell we have found another way
to service members' needs. Allan, on behalf of
every member living miles away from a BNA
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dealer, please accept our gratefl,!l thanks.
To summarise: the officers of your Society
continue to strive towards making membership
in BNAPS informative, rewarding, and the best
$18.00 you'll have spent this year.
I want to thank every official who gives so
much of his or her time and contributes to our

success. I know that same spirit will be there
when our new President, Ed Whiting, assumes
office, and that you will continue to support him
in maintaining what I like to thin.k is the finest
philatelic organization on this continent.
Mike Dicketts

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
Operations of the Society have progressed
as usual throughout the year, with the Sales Cir·
cuit, Advertising and Book Departments producing funds to help carry on expenses. We have
managed to remain solvent through the efforts
of those concerned, and the Officers and Board
members wish to thank those responsible for
their continued support.
Through a gift from one of our members,
along with matching funds from the Society, a
source of investment income has been provided
which will supply limited funds to Study Groups
and Regional groups. The fund will be known
as the Ray Peters Memorial Fund.
The Board has also approved a gift of $500
CDN to the York Post Office Restoration project.
As many of you know, several attempts have

been made in the last few years to design and
have produced new awards for the annual exhibition. Through the efforts of a committee, Marva
Paige has been able to get rough proofs of new
awards to show at this meeting. All awards given
at the exhibition this year will be of the new type.
Recipients are asked to be patient while the final
awards are prepared. I think that when members·
see the new awards, efforts to exhibit will be
greatly increased.
I wish to thank at this time all those who
have participated in the operation of SNAPS.
Their efforts are greatly appreciated.
I also with to thank the NORCAL group
and their Chairman for all the work which has
gone into this very successful gathering.
Leo J. LaFrance

SECRETARY
The Secretary has been greatly aided during
the year by John Graper, the Assistant Secretary;
Norman Brassier, the Membership Chairman;
Ritch Toop, the Circulation Manager and Mike
Street, Editor of TOPICS. Their attention to
minute details has greatly helped my work.
The Assistant Secretary will, in addition to
his current work, take over the receiving of dues
payments for 1985.
Our membership as of 1 August 1984 is 1404

with 45 applications, compared to 1416 and 45
as of 1 August 1983.
I wish to thank the members who have been
active in recruiting new members. Please use the
new application forms which were circulateel to
all members during 1984. The back of these
forms have data to aid our study and local groups
as well as the sales circuit manager.
Earle L. Covert, M.D.
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TR.EASURER
BRITISH NORTH AMER ICA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
STATEMENT Of ASSETS, LI ABIL IT I ES AND FUND BALANCES
As of June 30, 1984
(with comparative figures for June 30, 1983 - United Sbltes Dollars)
Year Ended
June 30. 1983
June 30, 1984
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash In bank
$41,576
$26,019
Cash held by department heads
16,428
14,419
Accounts and Interest receivable
$1,295
Less allowance for doubtful accounts
19
1,276
3,468
Inventory books
15,640
16,268
Prepaid expenses
670
724
Library
100
$75,690
$60,898
RESTR ICTED FUNDS
Marketable Securities - at cost
2,466
2,466
$78,156
$63,364
L IABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Due owners on sales circuits
$15,923
Prepaid advertising
1,011
9,230
Prepaid dues
$26,164
FUND BAL ANCES
General Funds
Appropriated - Convention funds
567
- Insurance Fund (Sales Dept.)
6,403
400
- Life membership fund
7,370
Unappropriated - Members' Equity
37,322
Total General Funds
44,692
Restricted Funds
BNAPS Foundation

$12,294
8,707
$21,001
567
5,031
459
6,057
29.006
35,063

7.300
78,156

7 300
63,364

STATEMENT OF OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
REVENUE
Membership dues
Membership fees
Interest income
Dividends
Other income
Book Department
Sales Circuit Department

$19,221

68

$17,578
223
1,549
221
101

1,653
$21,239

1,097
$21,058

106
720
438
(967)

EXPENDITURES
Stationery and supplies
$
366
Postage
327
Insurance expense
659
BNAPEX
707
Bank charges
52
Other expenses
Telephone
51
(386)
Unrealized loss igain) on foreign exchange, fluctuations
BNA Topics
11,001
Library and Circulation
146
$12,923
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDI TURES
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$ 8,316

289

$
162
1,394
271
30
38
47
(234)

10,914
646
$13,268
$ 7,790

REGIONAL GROUP COORDINATOR
I conti nue to yet good and complete reports
from both the Texas and Mid-Atlantic groups.
The Golden Horseshoe group appears to be
functioning well but their reports are infrequent.
The NORCAL group now has Austin Mifsud doing a fine job with their bulletin. Dan
Rosenblat hosted a cruise on August 11 for the
group, which should promote added interest
among their members.
Don Fraser called a successful first meeting
of the Manitoba- Northwestern Ontario group.
They have high h opes of continued growth.
The Calgary group has not sent me a report
for some time, but they do meet monthly, except
in the summer, with 10-12 of their some 25 members in attendance.
No word from Edmonton, but we still hope

to reorganize their group.
Gary Lyon has not been able to form a
Maritime group at this time.
John Burnett of Sydney, Ohio has contacted those in his area to form a Mid -West group.
As of this date, the response has been discourag·
ing.
The West Surburban Stamp Club of Plymouth, Michigan had a joint meeting and show
with the Detroit-Windsor group. I have heard
no further word of this, and have had no reports
of the group itself.
This concludes my report. I am stil l hopeful of forming a group in the Chicago area, but
with no success so far. I can find no i nterest in
a Quebec area group.
Robert V. C. Carr

CHAIRMAN OF THE HANDBOOK COMMITTEE
During the past year no new publications
were released by SNAPS, so it appears that there
has been no progress. The opposite is true. Our
largest printing of any book is partly finished Wally Gutzman's work on the Patriotic Postcards
of Canada w ill be publish ed shortly, in partnership with Unitrade Associates. The book is being
proofreed at present. It will be produced in a
printing of 3500 t o 5000. Even with about 50%
of the illustrations i n full colour, the retail price
is being held to the $ 10-$15 range .
Progress has been made on the Perf ins handbook, and it will be going int o production as soon

as the Patriotic Postcard handbook i s finished.
Along with this, two smaller publications are in
the works. One is World War I Civil Censorship
in Canada; the other a reprint of Ron McGuire's
series in TOPICS, Mail Transportation in Ninetasnth Century Ontario. A number of other
ventures are under investigation or preparation.
Our new system of producing handbooks
has resulted in no strain being put on the SocietY's
finances even while we are being burdened by
high postage costs.
Allan L. Steinhart

BOOK DEPARTMENT MANAGER
In December 1983 the Book Department
offered an extensive list of BNA handbooks at
special prices to SNAPS member1. The offer
was well received by SNAPS member$. Sales

from July 1983 to June 1984 were $3,093.45.
Of this amount $1,848.95 was from the new service.
Dave Clare
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ADVERTISING MANAGER
It is with deep regret that I cannot attend
this year's Convention, due to a commitment to
attend AUSIPEX 84 in Australia as Commission·
er for Canada. I wish the organizers of this year's
Convention a most successful event. I'm looking
forward to attending next year's Convention in
Calgary.
The advertising billings for the past year
totalled $9021.61, an increase of $978.21 over
the previous year. This represents a 12% increase
in advertising revenue. Newly increased advertis·
ing rates took effect with the Jan/Feb 84 issue
of TOPICS. The 12% increase in advertising rev·
enue is not as great as in past years due to the
fact that a number of our major advertisers took
advantage of our special offer to them; i.e. they
could pay for the 1984 calendar year in advance
at the old rates.

Classified advertising is slowly increasing,
with each issue of TOPICS featuring more than
a page. However, I believe we the membership
should be doing a great deal more of this type
of advertising. There is no easier or less costly
way of advertising for needed BNA material or
the disposal of duplicate material. I think every
issue of TOPICS should have at least two pages
of classified advertising and with you r help we
can do it.
In closing, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all BNA TOPICS advertisers for
their patronage during the past year. During what
again was a very economically difficult year, your
continued support was most appreciated. I look
forward to again serving you in the coming year.
Dave Dixon

CHAIRMAN OF THE EDITORIAL COMMITTEE
Again the Editorial Board has had an easy
year as the people producing your Society's jour·
nal have done an outstanding job. The Editor,
Mike Street; the Printer, Len Woodward; the
Advertising Manager, Dave Dixon; and the Cir·
culation Manager, Rich Toop, have all perform·
ed quite well individually and together as a team.
Their efforts are to be applauded.
The quality of their efforts may have best
been said by one of our members. In a letter to
the Editorial Board Chairman this BNAPSer

wrote: "Like most others, I am a bit quick to
grouse, and very slow to praise, but the time has
more than come to say how very much I am en·
joying TOPICS lately. The issues are meaty,
broad-ranged, attractively laid out, on time, and
in general very professional appearing and satisfying." His words are most appreciated. It Is
this level of quality that your BNA TOPICS team
will continue striving to Improve upon.
C. A. Stillions

EDITOR
TOPICS has had another good year. The
articles contributed by members are arriving at
about the same rate as previous submissions are
being printed, and if this continues next year's

report will be equally pleasant.
The request for articles, particularly on
Stamp, as opposed to Postal History, subjects
made in Winnipeg brought several generous re·
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sponses. I would like to repeat that TOPICS is
always in need of articles - there is no such thing
as a fu ll cupboard. Suggestions for articles members would like to see in future issues are also
welcome.
This past year we have continued to improve the coverage of the different services offered to members. In addition to the regular contributions of the Circulation and Sales Circuit
Managers, we now have a regular feature telling
members about the various treasures available
in the SNAPS Library, and a second regular feature which provides news on the activities of
the many BNAPS Study Groups. A similar column reporting on the activities of the Regional

Groups is in the works; I hope to finalize details
on this new feature here in San Francisco.
Once again I would like to thank Len Wood ward, our Printer; Dave Dixon, our Advertising
Manager; and Ritch Toop, our Circulation Manager. Without their help, TOPICS would not be
the smooth operation that it is. A word of thanks
also to the Executive and the members of the
Board for their continued support, and, last but
not least, to the people whose articles make
TOPICS a superior philatelic magazine - the
Editor's job devours time at a great rate, but
without the authors there would be no TOPICS.
Mike Street

CIRCUlATION MANAGER
3ales of back issues of TOPICS magazines
during the period 1 July 1983 to 30 June 1984
have continued on a steady basis. Many of the
popular $10.00 bargain basement lots were mailed.
While sales have been approximately half
of that reported for a similar period, i.e. 1982-

1983, postage costs are still the major cost item
to contend with. Assuming there will be another
postage rate hike during 1985, I predictthatour
costs of mailing out not only those orders for
back issues, but also issues to new members, will
exceed any revenue from sales.
Ritch Toop

MEMBERSH IP COMMITTEE
The Committee processed 28 applications
during the year. Of these 4 are still in process
of completion . No unusual problems were encountered in the 24 which have been approved.
The only problem is the reluctance of the
proposers and references to respond as quickly
as the Committee would like. Sometimes it takes
months, after repeated requests, to receive an
answer. I know of no way to overcome this prob-

lem. In some cases we have requested other references.
We had one unfortunate experience. A
batch of application forms did not reach the
committee, apparently being lost in the mails.
Eventually this was r-ectified, but we are certain
some of the applicants must have wondered what
happened.
Norman Brassier

ASSISTANT SECRETARY
During the past year particular attention
was given to revision of the procedures to be followed in carrying out the duties assigned to the
Assistant Secretary. Most important among these
is the mailing of dues payments directly to myself so that the records may be kept up to date

without the necessity of the Treasurer making a
separate report. Payments are then sent to the
Treasurer for deposit. Tangible benefits include
savings from TOPICS not being sent to those
who do not renew their membership.
Another project has been the production
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of a new edition of the membership directory,
last produced in 1982. This was an expansion
of the listing initiated by Ed Whiting, breaking
down the membership by postal code. As I have
frequently need for a directory and the manual
revision was time -consuming, a computer listing
was created and is easily updated. The assistance
of Mike Street with his mailing list for TOPICS
to eliminate differences is particularly appreciated. It is now possible to extract specialized listings of members when required, which may be
of interest to regional groups in particular.
Other activities have been preparation of
the Emeritus Membership eligibility list, survey

and report for the Vincent G. Greene Award,
compilation of data for the President's Certificate
and the assumption of responsibility for organizational subscriptions to BNA TOPICS.
Overall, my aim has been to streamline procedures and where possible integrate the required
data for these in a computerized listing for easy
retrieval. Full implementation of the changes
will be in 1985. I wish to thank all those members whose suggestions and criticism have enabl ed me to perform my duties in a more efficient
manner.
John C. Graper

STUDY GROUP COORDINATOR
The state of the study groups is excellent!
SNAPS now has fourteen study groups, up from
twelve at my last report. This year's additions
wtre 'Duplex Cancels of BNA' and '1972-78
Definitives and Landscapes'.
A letter of welcome is now being sent to
new members explaining what study groups are,
how to join, and a list of chairpersons to contact.
With this BNAPEX, we have allotted time
for every group to meet at the convention. Although I recognize that some of the times are inconvenient, there is a time slot for fourteen gettogethers.
A study group newsletter was started in
January as a method to better communicate with
the fourteen chairpersons.

In 1984 we were able to persuade Frank
Waite to commence a column for TOPICS. This
column, titled 'Centerline', is meant to be a synopsis of what the study groups are doing, in
hopes of engendering further interest in our
groups.
At this convention I have set up a table to
answer questions about study groups and to take
the names of any members who might be interested in joining a group.
In closing, let me urge each of you to join
the groups whose study interests you and finally
to thank those neat people who chair the groups
and write the column.
John T. Burnett

CONVENTION COORDINATOR
1 am sure you will agree with me that we
are enjoying another excellent convention. Please
join me in sincerely thanking our hosts, The
Northern California Chapter for a job well done.
An innovation this year is the early time of this
meeting. outside of show hours, intended to allow
all members to be present.
Since my last report I am able to announce
two more confirmed convention sites, one each

in t;anada and the United States. I also have
several good prospects for other years which I
hope to be able to soon confirm as definite.
When details are available they will be announced
in BNA TOPICS. In the meantime, if any member Is interested in ·h osting one of our annual conventions, do not be shy to contact me, I will be
only too happy to answer your questions. At
present the future line-up is as follows:
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1985: Calgary, Alberta; 12 -14 September; CoChairman- Ed Harris & Sam Nickle
1986: Dearborn, Michigan; Chairman - Chuck
Firby
1987: Charlottetown, P.E.I.; Chairman- Jim
Lehr
1988: Virginia Beach, Virginia; Chairwoman Marva Paige

1989: Hamilton, Ontario; Co-Chairmen- Mike
Street & Dave Dixon
Submitted with the hope that I will leave
this convention with one or two prospects for
the open years of 1990 and beyond. St. John's,
Newfoundland has already asked for 1997, the
SOOth anniversary of Cabot's arrival, so it's not
too early to book.
C. R. McGuire

SALES CIRCUIT· M.ANAGER
For the fiscal year 1 July 1983 to 31 June,
1984 your Sales Circuit has produced the best
ever results, both for buyers and sellers. We have
had the greatest input of material and the largest
sales ever. At the time of writing this report we
will have received in excess of 800 books of BNA
material since the circuit was reorganized. We
were fortunate this past year to receive from
several of our Senior members books with out·
standing material, particularly in the Revenue
and Precancel sections. This input of new material was a major factor in producing sales of almost $47,000.00.
Once again the specialized areas are attract·
ing the most interest - Revenues, Precancels,
Perfins, RPO's, Squared Circles, Towns, SemiOfficial Airs, and Booklet Panes lead the way,
closely followed by the Provinces, Used blocks,
Stationery, and Postal History from all classifi cations. Selected mint and early fine used are
also doing well. Common mint and used as well
as plate blocks after the War issue are at the very
bottom of members' wants.
Circuits of the above mentioned have immediate openings, so if you have not participated
in the circuit jump in now and enjoy your col·
lecting to the fullest. The vast majority of the circuits are multiple, with 10 members to a circuit.
Each circuit is aimed to your wants and specialized areas of collecting. We do our best in routing
the circuits, keeping geographical logistics in
mind.
This past year has been a banner year as
well when it comes to probl ems, which have been
very few and of a minor nature. The problem
of the most concern is the use of meters on cir·
cuit packets. PLEASE use stamps of philatelic
value when forwarding Circuits on by REG·
/STEREO MAIL. Our insurance coverage requires this method of mailing. Failure to do so

leaves the member forwarding the circuit liable
for any loss. I am very pleased that, since starting the circuits in 1982, we have not had a single
book lost in the mails - a real credit to our members. It would help as well if each buyer would
double check his purchases and addition, and
put his or her number in the blank spaces when
removing stamps. Too often initials are used. So
much for the problems. Now to the good news.
We have been able to bring the most circuit
books ever to an annual BNAPEX. Those of you
fortunate enough to attend this San Francisco
meeting will have lots to go through. I would
like to give special thanks to Jim Catterick who
will be taking the circuits back to Toronto, and
who will be checking my box and doing the
necessary bankingwhile we take off for the South
Pacific from San Fransico. We will be attending
AUSIPEX as well as touring Fiji, New Zealand,
Australia and Tahiti.
We look forward to another great year and
will be moving out plenty of circuits this fall.
Thus far the months of July and August show
sales well above last year's, so those of you who
are missing out get in or. the fun now.
We have retired a good number of circuit
books to the owners, comprising sales of $32,000,
this past fiscal year, with payments to the
SNAPS Treasury of $3195.00 in commissions
and $1,200.00 in insurance fund contributions.
The forthcoming year should be even better. A.ll
we need is the material from members and buy-

ers.
In closing I wish to thank all of you who
took the time to write. Your notes and comments were appreciated. If I failed to answer
your note, I am sorry. It turned out to be a very
busy, exciting, and most satisfying year.
Bob Jamieson
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LIBRARIAN
The Library is progressing along. When we
advertised that the library list of materials was
available to xerox, there was a renewed interest
in the Library .

The Library can use any material, pertaining to Canada, that members wish to donate.
Don Makinen

CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY
OF GREAT BRITAIN
Membership Secretary:

DAVID SESSIONS
3 l a ngfield Close, Henbury, Bristol 8510 7 ND England

For all aspects of B.N.A. PHILATELY: 'MAPLE LEAVES'
£6.00 PER YEAR

Published five times per year
•

WRITE FOR SPECIMEN COPY

•

Does Your Philatelic Library Need A Transfusion?
If the answer is yes, why not send for the greatly expanded
BNAPS Book Department list (postfree)
Here are a few titles from the listCanada Specialized Postage Stamp Cat. (1984 ed.)
Scott 1984 Spec. Cat. of Cdn. Stamps & Covers
1984 Canada Meter & Permit Postage Stamp Specialized Catalogue
Longworth Danes- The Semi -Official Air Stamps of Canada 1924 · 1934
Topping- British Columbia Post Offices
Canada : The 1967-73 Definitive Issue (revised edition of the popular
Keene-Hughes book)
Hansen-Moffat- The Squared Circle Postmarks of Canada

Retail

BNAPS
Price

5.00
3 .50
10.00
10.95
8.00

3.75
3 .00
8.50
9.50
7.00

17.95
40.00

15.75
35.00

Remember-These and many, many other books are available from the
BNAPS Book Dept.
Please note that all orders MUST be prepaid. Prices shown are postpaid (Book Rate).
Please add $1.00 per order for handling.

For payment in U.S. Funds, deduct 15%.
Please allow 3·4 weeks for delivery.

SNAPS BOOK DEPA RTMENT
P.O. Box 1082
OAKVI LLE, ONTARI O, CANADA
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CALENDAR
CALENDAR lists exhibitions and bourses with significant BNA content, and SNAPS Regional
Group functions. Information/proSPectus must reach the Editor at least 3 months in advance.
JANUARY 11 • 13, TORONTO, ONTARIO - PHILEX, International dealer's bourse, seminars.
Sheraton Centre. Information: David B. Bastedo, Box 980, Stn. K, Toronto, Ont. M4P 2V3.
FEBRUARY 9, BURLINGTON, Ont. - The annual exhibition and bourse of the Burlington
Stamp Club. Appleby Mall, Appleby Line & New Street. Information: John Latter,
Box 8107, Dundas, Ont. L9H 5E7.
APRIL 13 · 14, WINDSOR, ONT.- Second annual show and bourse of the Essex County Stamp
Club. St. Alphonsus Church Hall, City Hall Square ('Ia block from Tunnell. lnforma·
t ion: Box 1503, Stn. A, Windsor, Ont. N9A 6R5.
APRIL 20, BARRI E, ONT. -The Barrie District Stamp Club's 25th anniversary exhibition and
bourse. Continental Inn, Highways 400 and 90. Information: Michael Head, 45
Dalton St., Barrie, Ont. L4M 1 M5.
MAY 15 . 22, TEL AVIV, ISRAEL - ISRAPHIL '85, FIP sancticned International Exhibition.
Canadian Commissioner: R. K. Malott, 16 Harwich Cres., Nepean, Ont. K2H 6R1.
MAY 24 · 26, TORONTO, ONT.- ROYAL '85, annual exhibition and convention of the Royal
Philatelic Society of Canada. Sheraton Centre. Information : ROYAL '85, 10. 1300
Kamato Road, Mississauga, Ont. L4W 2N2.
JUNE 7 · 9, VANCOUVER, B.C. - PIPEX '85, the 1985 show of the Northwest Federation of
Stamp Clubs. Sheraton L andmark Hotel, Robson St. Information: PIPEX '85, P. 0.
Box 2356, Vancouver, B. C. V6B 3W5.

BNAPEX '85:
CALGARY

SEPTEMBER 12 -14, SNAPS' annual convention. Westin Hotel, 4th Ave.
at3rdSt. S.W. Information: BNAPEX '85,P .O . Box 1478,Calgary,Aiberta,
T2P 2L6.

1986
MAY 22 ·JUNE 1, CHICAGO, IL - AMERIPEX '86, FIP sanctioned International Exhibition.
Canadian Commissioner: David Dixon, P.O. Box 1082, Oakville, Ont. L6J 5E9.
AUGUST 28 ·SEPTEMBER 7, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN - STOCKHOLMIA '86, FIP sane·
tioned International Stamp Exhibition. Stockholm Trade Fair Center. Canadian Com·
missioner: Peter Mann, 36 Sydenham St., Guelph, Ontario N 1H 2W4. American Com·
missioner: Victor E. Engstrom, 2655 Pebble Beach Dr., Clearwater FL 33519.
BNAPEX '86- DEARBORN, MICHIGAN - Chairman: Chuck Firby
1987
JUNE 6 . 14, TORONTO, ONTARI O - CAPEX '87. FIP sanctioned International Exhibition.
Information: P.O. Box 100, First Canadian Place, Toronto, Ont. M5X 1B2.

AN INVITATION
TO MEMBERS OF
THE BRITISH
NORTH AMERICA
PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Members receive The Canadian Philatelist
published bimonthly, and are entitled to us~
tho sales circuit.

If you are not already a member of The
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada and would
be interested in joining the "Royal", please
write to the Secretary, The Royal Philatelic
Society of Canada, Department B, Box 5320,
Station F, Ottawa, Ontario K2J 3J1, for
membership application forms or informa·
tion.
ADMISSION FEE - $2.00
ANNUAL DUES
Canadian member $15.00
US member
$18.00
Overseas member $20.00

"GROW WITH THE ROYAL"
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(~~~~ The RPO Cowcatcher
~s.:~~

Lewis M. Ludlow is
Moving back to the USA - please
hold mail until next issue of TOPICS
BN APEX '84

San Francisco has done it again; BNAPEX
'84 was a beauty! Gar Lohman and his Convention Committee put it all together - including
the weather - to give us another memorable annual meeting. Details are reported elsewhere in
Topics, but the highlights thatcometoourmind
include the marvellous moonlight Bay Cruise
with that wonderful dinner, the delightful tour
for the ladies to Muir Woods (as reported by my
wife), the very fine food and shopping for which
San Francisco is justly famous, and a truly power. ful, high quality exhibition- with five 12d blacks
- that saw seven gold medals awarded. One
negative fact, glaring in omission- ---there was
no R.P.O. exhibit in our show in Baghdad - By The - Bay Ill Collectors of railways must correct
this lapse for our concl ave next year in Calgary.
STUDY GROUP
The R.P.O. Study Group Meeting at SNAPEX '84 was well attended, with over 20 members
present. Dave McKain having been elected to
the SNAPS Board of Governors, Bill Robinson
has assumed the reins of Secretary/Treasurer of
the Study Group. It was agreed for the future
that the Study Group fiscal year will start with
each annual convention, which means that dues
for the present twelve month period should be
sent to Bill Robinson now. Complete copies of
Annex II were distributed to all attendees, and
will be sent to all members not present. Considerable discussion was held on the future direction
of our activities in the specialty or railway cancellations, and Bill will summarize the meeting
in his first Newsletter.

was awarded a silver medal. Assuming this to be
correct, we can all be pleased; this satisfactory
resu lt for a soft cover, spiral bound book has to
be recognition for the work and research of all
involved in its publication. Additionally , I am
further advised by Soichi lchida, our philatelic
doyen in Japan, that there was a splendid exhibit
of Japanese R.P.O.s at Melbourne and that rail way cancellations are starting to receive good
recognition at the international level. This should
be encouragement for all of us.
PERSONA L
One more personal note. A l though this is
being written in October, by the time it is published we will have started our settling down process in America. If there is a new address with
the masthead of this Cowcatcher Column, you
will know that we have finalized our arrangements for a home In the Seattle area, negotiations
for which are current ly in process. This transPacific move, our fourth, promises to involve the
usual amount of trauma, and it will be good to
get it behind us.
A D EPOT LISTING!

AUSI PEX '84
Due to the pressure of business and our
forthcoming relocation, we were unable to attend
AUSIPEX '84 in Melbourne; however, I have just
· been advised verbally by our commissioner, N.
Watanabe, that the Canadian Railway Catalogue

Ross Gray has sent us a fine strike of the
HAM I L TON I CANADA circled "S" duplex,
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Type 25G, November 22, 1910, which duplicates
the already listed DD-2 and D D -22 of Berlin and
Kitchener respectively. This cancellation was discussed in thorough detail with Graham Noble as
early as 1980 as a possible candidate for listing,
and while in no way denying the possibility, it
was agreed that we had no firm evidence to confirm that this could be defined as a "railway depot". Ross has asked that we th row this question
open to our readers, and we welcome any information which would shed light on just where in
Hamilton this cancellation was used.
CORRECTED LISTING

J. C. Michaud has recently discovered the
first full complete cover strike that we have seen
of 0 - 187A struck in violet as a back stamp on a
registered cover (5d Victoria Numeral + U Edward) from Robinsonville, New Brunswick, Sept·
ember 30,1904, to a commercial firm in Moncton,
N. B., where it was delivered on October 1, 1904.
This striking example has allowed us to correct
our listing by adding a "B" to "CAMP" giving
QUEBEC & CAMPS. as the first line of this list·
ing. An unusual and exceptional abbreviation
which could not have been anticipated.

As indicated in Annex II, Jean- Guy Dalpe
recently discovered an extraordinary group of
Newfoundland Ticket Stamps, all sublistings of
TS-249 which was first reported for SPRUCE
BROOK from Warren Bosch in Annex I. Dalpe,
for this listing REID N EWFOUNDLAND/COM·
PANY I (town) was abl e to add TS-249b BAD·
GER BROOK, TS-249d CATALINA, TS-249h
FERMEUSE, TS·249j GLENWOOD, TS -2491
GRAND FALLS, TS-249n HOWLEY and TS249p KILLIGREWS. It is a pleasure to illustrate
two of these strikes, TS-249d CATALINA and
TS-249n HOWEL Y. (SPRUCE BROOK is new
TS-249u.)

POSTAL I-IISTORY
AND OTHER FIN E CANADA
are always featured in my
PUBLIC AUCTIONS
Free copy available on request.
John Sheffield
P.O. Box 3171, Stn. A,
London, Ontario, Canada, N6A 4J4

NEW TICKET STAMPS

COLLECTIONS
Disposing of coUectlons to the best
advantage can sometimes become a
complex problem. I have the experience
and ready access to the best markets for
any type of collection. This includes the
International British market as Canadian
Agent for Robson Lowe Limited of
London, England.

Box 68, Station 0,
M4T 2L7

Toronto, Canada
(416)489. 4683
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CANAD I AN
POSTAL GUI DE:

fLLUITUTBD
by CR. e?lfc Guire

-

SNAPS LIFE MEMBER

In period use of thrse 'Maple Leaf' stamps on a pegs from the book recording a bulk mailing at
Toronto of six pounds of printed matter at 1t/ per pound. 21 March 1898.

Second Class Matter
Newspapers and Periodicals, addressed to regular
subscribers, (including sample copies).

7. s;itish and United States or other foreign
newspapers or periodicals may be posted by
newsdealers for transmission by mail to subscrib·
ers in Canada at the rate of one cent per pound
bulk weight. Each article so posted must be
stamped "Prepaid in bulk by News Agent", and
the postage must in all cases be prepaid by the
cancellation of the necessary stamps at the mom·
ent of posting. Such newspapers and periodicals
will not however be accepted at that rate for
local delivery in places where a free Letter Carrier
Service has been established. The ordinary trans·
lent (3rd class) paper rate applies in such a case.
8. Newspapers and periodical publications
printed and published in Canada, issued less fre·
quently than once a month, addressed to regular
subscribers and news agents are liable to a rate
of 1 cent per lb., or fraction thereof.
9. Almanacs in sheets, chromos, litho·

graphs, prints or engravings, issued by rsgular
Canadian newspapers and periodicals, specially,
and not as part of their regular issue; also, lithographs, prints or engravings issued from a known
office of publication in a regular series at inter·
vals of not more than one month, may pass by
post at the rate of one cent per pound.
12. Specimens or sample copies of news·
papers and periodicals from the office of publica·
tion are liable to a rate of 1 cent per lb. or frac·
tion thereof, and all specifT1en copies must be
stamped or marked by the publishers "sample
copy." After sample copies have been admitted
to the mails the presence upon them of the mark
or stamp above indicated will be accepted by all
Postmasters through whose hands they may pass
es evidence that the necessary postsge has been
paid at the office of posting.
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CANADA-NEWFOUNDLAND
QUARTERLY PUBLIC AUCTIONS
OF SPECIALIZED ITEMS

Hundreds of coUectors bid in our quarterly public auctions. Our
ca refully prepared and profusely illustrated catalogues offer a regular
source of outstanding material to British North America specialists.
Send in S9.00 today for a subscription to our next four catalogues and
prices realized.
~~~ CONSIGNMENTS WANTED ~~~~

CANADA, NEWFOUNDLAND AND PROVINCES
We offer a simpl ified service to make the disposal of your stamps
an easy, p leasurable experience. Low comm ission rates and cash
advances are available for better properties. Outrigh t purchase can be
arranged if you p refer. We are w il ling to travel to view larger holdings.
If yo u are no t fam il iar w it h o ur operation, we put o ut a carefully
produced catalogue to secure maximum realizations for your material.
We have an international mailing list of active buyers. A copy of the
catalogue with pr ices rea lized from our previous sale is available free
on request to interested consignors.
We are now accept ing ma terial for our next auct ion. Please write
or telephone me- Gary Lyon (506-546-6363) today for further details.

r --- ---- - ----- -- I

I
1

0
0

- - ----~-l

EASTERN AUCTIONS LTO.

1

P.O. BOX 250, BATHURST, N.B. CANADA E2A 3Z2

I

Please send complimentary Cataloque
$9.00 Enclosed for Subscription Fee
Please send previous Cataloque and Prices realized as I am interested in selling

:
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0
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~me

l

Address

1

1

I

I
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1983 STICK 'n TICK:
NOT AS SUCCESSFUL
AS CANADA POST SAYS
by Mike Street
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1. A STICK 'n TICK label with the pink bars added
by the Optical Character Reader machine.
OTTAWA, 3 October 1984: Michael Warren,
President of Canada Post Corporation, in an·
nouncing the expansion of the Christmas card
discount system first tried in Winnipeg last
year, "acknowledged that only 51 percent of
cards mailed in the Winnipeg experiment
went through the automated equipment but
said that this year's labels have been redesign·

, ed to raise the percentage."
OTTAWA, 5 October 1984: Jean-Claude Parrot,
President of the Canadian Union of Postal
Workers, which represents 'inside' workers
(not letter carriers) in Canada's postal system,
declared that STICK 'n TICK is a management scheme to "eliminate jobs from the Post
Office and eliminate service to the. public",
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and went on to say that the 50 percent failure
rate in the 1983 Winnipeg test is proof that
manual sorting is the only way to improve
service.
Information gathered by a group of SNAPS
members indicates quite strongly that Mr. Warren's figure of 50% should be closer to 10- 15%
while, paradoxically, proving that the automatic
OCR (Optical Character Reader) machines are
quite capable of coding mail carrying the STICK
'n TICK labels much faster t han any other method. It appears that despite the best intentions
of those responsible for developing the STICK 'n
TICK program, the actual 1983 Winnipeg tests
were conducted in an u ncon trolled way that
made it impossible to properly evaluate the results.

ject via the 14 November 1983 edition of the
weekly BULLETIN, the Post Office's method of
advising personnel of changes. The general press
release announcing the new scheme was made
available to the press on 21 November 1983, the
same day that the labels went on sale in Winni peg. This practice of 'dropping' the news of
changes and innovations on the public, instead
of announcing them well beforehand and preparing their customers, is a longstanding practice
of Canada Post. ·
The 'carrot' used to encourage the people
of Winnipeg to participate in the test was lower
costs for mailing their 1983 Christmas cards. The
official press release announcing STICK 'n TICK
read :
WINNIPEGGERS TO ENJOY REDUCED
CHRISTMAS CARD RATES THROUGH
USE OF STICK 'N' TICK

INTRODUCTION OF STICK 'n TICK
The public first learned of the STICK 'n
TICK experiment in LINN'S STAMP NEWS, an
American weekly stamp newspaper. The story
was broken by Larry Mcinnes, stamp columnist
for the Montreal Gazette and writer of a column
distributed free of charge by Canada Post to
weekly newspapers in Canada. The experiment
had been kept so secret that employees of
Canada's National Postal Museum first learned
of it through telephone calls from colleagues in
the United States Postal Service who had read
the LINN'S article.
Canadian Postmasters learned of the pro-

WINNIPEG - Canada Post Corporation is market testing a new precode label
for use as postage on Christmas greeting
cards mailed in Winnipeg beginning November 21, 1983.
The purpose of this test is to determine the operational effectiveness of precode postage labels and customer attitudes
towards a "special" Christmas card mailing
rate for greeting cards mailed to Canadian
destinations.
Stick 'N' Tick labels are being sold at

CANADA POST
TE$T MAIL
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2. One of the envelopes used to test
the vertical bar method of coding.
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all Winnipeg post offices and sub post of·
fices from November 21 to December t7
in kits of 12 for$3.49 or 25 for$6.89. This
is a saving of 3511 on a package of 12 and
$1. 11 on a package of 25 as compared to
the cost of regular first class postage stamps.
Customers are asked to affix the 110
mm X 88 mm label squarely at the upper
right hand corner of the Christmas card en·
vel ope. They then address the envelope to
the left of the label and transfer the postal
code onto the label by "ticking" vertical
lines through the appropriate letters and
numerals printed on the label. Complete
instructions on how to use Stick 'N' Tick
are enclosed in all kits.
The Stick 'N' Tick postage rate is a
world first for postal operations. Its use will
assist the post office improve handling ef·
ficiency while customers enjoy a reduced
postal rate for Christmas cards.
The postal label market test has been
introduced in co-operation with the Canadian Greeting Card Association. Stick 'N'
Tick labels are for use during the 1983
Christmas season.

PREPARING FOR STICK 'n TICK
Well before the announcement of the Win·
nipeg test, Canada Post had been quietly testing
methods of supplying the OCR machines with
the most 'readable' form of postal code. Tile
OCR process calls for a postal code to be placed
on an envelope as the last line in an address, with
at least % of an inch of black space below the
code. The code may be typewritten, clearly
printed by hand, or in the form of dark vertical
lines placed in specific locations.
·
The 1/8 envelope shown in Figure 2 was
used to test this last type of input. When the
envelope goes into the OCR machine it is faced
and checked for postage by a scanner which
looks for the tagging on the stamp or stamps. If
these bars are present, the machine knows to
look for a postal code in the form of smaller
vertical bars lower down of the envelope.
If the bottom % inch of the envelope is
blank, the OCR machine is programmed to look
for two more sets of three bars, this time placed
one on top of the other and spaced exactly 70
mm (approximately 2% inches) apart. If this set
of 'markers' is present, the machine then looks
for two bars on each of the three lines. The exact

placement of these bars o n the lines tells the
machine the letters and numbers of the postal
code at the destination of the envelope, and it
then marks the bottom of the envelope w ith an·
other series of vertical bars, this time pink bars
formed by dots. Once th ese dotted bars are in
the right place on an envelope, other equipment
in the Canada Post arsenal can read the code and
direct the envelope into sorting bins automati·
cally, without any human intervention. (At pre·
sent it is understood that these sorters can separ·
ate mail down to the first three letters in the
code, which is enough to identify the post office
of destination.)
The OCR machine excelled in this method
of processing mail, and Canada Post began the
process of getting companies which send out
large quantities of return envelopes - utilities
and oil companies for instance - · to print their
postal code on the envelopes in the vertical bar
format. The 'carrot' for these companies is faster
handling of mail once it gets to a major sorting
facility. (Anyone who has monitored how quick·
ly their bill payment cheques clear the bank af·
tar being mailed in one of these envelopes can
atteit to the speed with which the mail reaches
the company.)
As could be expected, Canada Post began
to look for ways to apply this techn ical improve·
ment to the largest annual influx of mail - Christ·
mas cards.

3. An enlarged portion of the matrix printed
on 1110 size test envelopes.

PRECURSORS AND PROOFS
The first step in trying to apply the bar
method of coding to ordinary letters mailed by
the public was probably simple. The matrix
which had been designed to place the bars representing letters and numbers in exact locations
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between the 'marker' bars was printed on ordi·
nary #10 envelopes. Figure 3 shows an enlarge·
ment of a portion of the matrix as it appeared
on one test envelope. (Because the 'marker' bars
at either end of the second row were left off this
envelope during printing, it is possible that a
second set of test envelopes were printed.) Codes
were then marked in the appropriate places, a·
long with marks to take the place of the missing
'markers', and the envelopes fed to an OCR
machine.

ably lighter in shade. Matrix - On the trial proof,
the right vertical side of the box enclosing the
letter 'K' is broken in both the second the third
rows. On the production labels these boxes are
complete. Comparison of Figures 3 & 4 will
show that the matrix used on the #10 test en·
velope has the same broken boxes as appear on
the trial proof.

The matrix test being successful, Canada
Post decided to go ahead with STICK 'n TICK.
Tria l proofs (Fig. 4) of the labels - collectors
have been told that 100 were prepared - were
then obtained for testing. The trial proofs differ
from the labels finally produced and sold to the
public in several significant ways: Bars - On the
trial proof, the vertical bars on either side of·the
holly are red. On the production labels the three
bars to the left of the holly are black, and t he
single bar to the right of the holly is a phosphor
tagging bar. Wreath - On the trial proof, the
holly is a deep green and the berries are deep red.
On the production l abel these colours are notice·

T he STICK 'n TI CK labels were printed by
the Canadian Bank Note Company on a press
specifically designed fo r producing self adhesive
labels. The 'contin ous web' press process starts
with the paper on which the design is to be print·
ed receiving the adhesive and t hen being placed
on the special silicon backing paper in a long roll .
The rolls are available in different widths up to
a maximum of 24 inches. At present the size of
press used by the Canadian Bank Note Company
is not known, but it is safe to assume that the
STICK 'n TICK labels were printed at least 2, and
possibly up to 5, across. The various parts of the
design are printed by either a modified l itho·

PRINTING PROCESS
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4. Tnal proof.
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graph plate or by a rubber plate.
Examination of STICK 'n T ICK labels indicates that the paper was fed through 5 or 6
plates - a lithograph plate for the red part of the
matrix, and separate rubber plates for each of
the following:
leaves (green), berries (red).
candle (red), black bars and phosphor bar. It is
possible that the candle was printed by the same
plate as the red portion of the matrix.
The next step in the process is the application of a 'kiss' die which cuts through the label
paper and just touches, or kisses, the silicon backing paper. The roll then moves on to a part of the
press which peels the excess paper away from the
labels. Next comes separation of adjacent rows
of labels, followed by cutting in the appropriate
quantities - 12 or 25 - and, finally, packaging
with the instruction sheet.
VARI ETIES
Two varieties of the 1983 labels are known
at present. The first shows smudging of the
berries in the wreath. Although these are being
sold at a premium, the variety appears to be a true
'flyspeck', having apparently been caused at random by slight slippage of the paper as it passes
through the press.
The second variety occurs on every second
label in some packs. On these labels, the top right
corner of the box around the 'Z' in the second
row is missing, as is a small portion of the bottom
right of the box around the '4' in the third row
and a larger portion of the bottom left of the box
around the '6' in the third row. The fact that
this variety occurs only on every second label
and only in some packs indicates that the printing plates w ere laid out two vertically, and at
least two across as discussed above. Depending
on the number of labels in the printing row, the
quantity of this variety will be somewhere between 10% and 25% of the total number of labels
produced.
PRODUCTION QUANTI TIES
On 30 December 1983 Canadian Press
quoted Canada Post spokesman AI Skrumeda as
saying that more than 700,000 labels had been
purchased in Winnipeg. Misreading this as the
number produced, the author calculated various
combinations of multiples of 12 and 25, the
quantities in the different packs, and came up
with a figure of 740,000 labels produced. This

figure was put forward to Canada Post in a letter.
The reply, from Lance Nater, Senior Product
Manager, Letter Mail, Consumer, stated "Your
information regarding quantities produced and
quantities sold are (sic} also not correct. Approximately 45% of the labels produced were sold."
A rereading of the 30 December newspaper
clipping showed the error in interpretation. A
calculation based on Mr. Nater's 45%, using
710,000 as an approximate figure of the number
sold according to the statement by Mr. Skrumeda,
produced a figure of 1,600,000. This new figure
was presented to Mr. Nater in a subsequent letter,
with a request to confirm the figure or, if still
wrong, provide the exact figure. The reply to this
request was "With respect to production, I regret
to inform you that your assumption of 1.6mlllion
does not appear to be correct. At this time we
are not in a position to provide exact figures as
you request."
Presuming that the figure of "more than
700,000" was accurate and meant that fewer
than 800,000 were sold, and using the 45% figure
given by Mr. Nater, it should, again, be safe to
assume that between 1.5 million and 1.75 million
labels were produced. Either would be a reason ably round figure, and Canada Post's reluctance
to provide the exact number produced is puzzl ing. The only possible clue to the unwillingness
is the fact that the labels were still on sale at philatelic outlets as late as September 1984, long past
the current stated practice of taking stamps off
sale six months after the date of issue.
STI CK 'n TICK 1983 -CONTROVERSY
Very early in the experimental period it became apparent to collectors that most of the
labels going into the mail stream were not being
processed by the OCR machines. About 9 out
of 10 envelopes reaching collectors and other~
carried the distinctive yellow coding bars of the
manually operated coding machines, instead of
the pink coding bars produced by the OCR machines. On the other hand, envelopes with the required % inch clearance which were handed in
to postal officials for 'hand - back' processing,
even in quantities of 50 or more, received 100%
OCR service.
Seven months after the end of the experi ment in Winnipeg. a survey of covers in collectors'
hands confirmed the earlier findings - only 10%
of the STICK 'n TICK labels processed in Winni peg received the pink bar codes of the OCR
machines. This information was presented to
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Canada Post with a request for cl.a rifica.tion. The
reply from Canada Post contradicted the figure
given, and stated "In fact, over 50% was OCR
processed."
A follow-up letter to Canada Post restated
the findings from covers in collectors hands, and
offered the following: "Given the problems of
size, etc. which have been already reported, we
can accept the figure of 50% of all labels fed to
the OCR machine being accepted by it, but our
information inevitably leads to the conclusion
that not all the mail picked up in Winnipeg during
the test period was put through the OCR machine
first; i.e. the mail went to whatever coding mach·
ines, manual or OCR, were not fully loaded up
at the time of arrival."
· Canada Post's reply to this second query
produced no real change in their position. "Since
I do not know the source of your information
or its scope," wrote Nr. Nater, "I cannot com·
ment on the validity of you assumptions. In re·
sponse to your question, I can only restate that
over 500/o of the "Stick 'n Tick" labels introduced
in the mail stream were encoded by the OCR."

CONCLUSIONS
A third letter to Canada Post, outlining the
bar colour differences which produced the 10%
figure, was not answered by press time (given in
the letter), apparently being overtaken by Mr.
Warren's public statement, quoted at the begin·
ning of this article, which no official is likely to
contradict, especially for publication.
It appears, then, that the 1983 STICK 'n
TICK test in Winnipeg was compromised by a
basic lack of organization - if the mail coming
into the sorting station had all been sent to the
OCR machine first, with only OCR rejects going
to the manual coding machines, the number of
OCR markings on covers would probably be
close to or, given the 'hand -back' results, higher
than the 50% figure Canada Post isclingingtoso
firmly . There is no doubt that properly marked
labels with the required clearance below the code
boxes are easily processed by the OCR machines.

packets of 12 will be sold at $3.39 each, 1041ess
· than the same packet cost in 1983, and the test
will run until 17 December.
It is ·not likely that last year's mistakes will
be repeated, so we can look forward to glowing
reports of how well the equipment worked in
the 1984 tests. Most observers feel, however,
that the extra effort involved in using the label s
will offset the reduced postage cost in the minds
of most customers, and that the labels will be
phased out. As Canada Post worked with the
Canadian Greeting Card Associati on in trying to
develop STICK 'n T ICK, the most probable out·
come of the tests will be tha t the manufacturers
will simply print the matrix on the envelopes
supplied with the Christmas cards.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:
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WARNING: Collectors should note that the gum
on the 1983 labels has a tendency to 'creep '
to the edges of the label after it has been
applied to an envelope. It is still too early
to tell if the adhesive will also seep through
and stain envelopes and album pages.
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THE FUTURE OF STICK 'n TICK

P.O. Box 1082

Canada Post has announced that, beginning
5 November 1984, two piece STICK 'n TICK
labels would be available for use in a total of eight
cities - Edmonton, Halifax, Hull, London, Ot·
tawa, Quebec City, Victoria and Winnipeg. The
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The Study Group

CENTERLINE

by Frank Waite

STUDY GROUP COORDINATOR: John T. Burnett, 757 Parkwood St., Sidney, OH 45365
CANADI AN REVENUES: Wilmer C. Rockett, 2030 Overlook Avenue, Willowgrove, PA 19090
R.P.O.'s: David L. McKain, 5 Meadowcrest, Parkersburg, WV 26101
CANADIAN MILITARY MAIL: Ken Ellison, Oyama, B.C. VOH 1WO
SQUARED CIRCLES: Gary D. Arnold, 5509 East St. Joe Hwy., Grand Ledge, Ml 48837
FLAG CANCELS: Larry R. Paige, 1145 Shillelagh Road, Chesapeake, VA 23323
SMALL QUEENS : Don Fraser, 1183 Warsaw Avenue, Winnipeg, Man. R3M 1C5
BNA PER FINS: Joe Purcell, 6 Richardson Drive, Kingston, Ontario K7M 2S6
CENTENNI A L DEFINJTJVES: D. I rwin , 2250 Lawrence Ave. E., #406, Scarborough, Ont. M1 P 2P9
CANADIAN RE -ENTRIES: Ralph E. Trimble, P.O. Box 532, Stn. A, Scarborough, Ont. M1 K 5C3,
POSTAL STATIONERY: Robert Lemire, P.O. Box 549, Pinawa, Man. ROE 1 LO
MAP STAMP: W. L. Bradley, 122 Sherwood Ave., Kitchener, Ontario N2B 1 K1
PROVINCE OF CANADA: Charles Firby, P.O. Box 20B, Southfield, MJ 48037
DUPLEX CANCELLATIONS OF BNA: Robert A. Lee, Box 937, Vernon, B.C. V1T 6N8
1972-78 'CARICATURE' AND LANDSCAPES DEF IN I TI VE ISSUE: Dan Moore, Box 29, Aylesford. N.S. BOP 1 CO
PRI NCE EDWARD ISLAND: James C. Lehr, 2918 Cheshire Rd, Wilmington, DE 19810
ON T H E FRINGES
When this reaches print, BNAPEX - San
Francisco will be a memory. The many study
groups will have met, pondered their past and
contemplated their future. I hope you were fortunate enough to have attended at least one.
I I the first newsletter of the Dupl ex Cancellations Study Group is any indication, this
new group will be one of the more productive
ones. The issue presents the proposed number·
ing system, and also lists duplex cancellations of
British Columbia. Judging from the first news·
letter, I believe they are fortunate to have Bob
Lee as their Editor.
Oddly enough, or perhaps it is a product
of current enthusiasm, the Small Queens group
have published, in their latest newsletters, a series
of articles on Duplex Cancellations on the Small
Queens, authored by John Burnett. They have
also noted early and late dates for the one cent
orange shades. Harry Lussey's article on perforations of Canadian stamps was very interesting
to me, especially, as I once tried to do this; alas,
I failed to match his achievement.
If there was an award for the most active
study group, two that would vie for the prize
would be the Revenue Study Group and the
Postal Stationery Study Group. They both issue
regular newsletters which radiate activity. I'm
an ignoramus on both subjects; however, I can

appreciate the work of both groups.
In a recent revenue newsletter, an article
on Canadian Postal Currency by Ed Zaluski was
featured. I learn something every newsletter. The
Postal Stationery group newsletters are filled
with detailed data on postal cards and stationery,
from the 'Nesbitts' to the latest-errors, along
with new discoveries and normal data.
One entire newsletter of the Centennial De·
finitives group was devoted to estimates of quantities issued. Another featured booklet pane
stamps,printed on the gum side errors, fluorescent number overprints and other oddities. It
seems that the Centennial Definitives (the stamps
not the group) are as complicated as the Small
Queens.
Those who study holes in stamps constantly
amaze me. Their latest newsletter (The BNA Per·
forator) reports a new perfin and also has two
articles; Design Number 1, How to Find the 'A'
Position by Conrad Tremblay, and a response to
How Small is Small. The response, from Jon
Johnson, details the activities of the Alberta Rail way and Irrigation Company - especially interesting.
Besides data on new and old re-entries, from
the half cent Small Queens to Admirals, the
Canadian Re-entry newsletter features a fascinat·
(Continue,d on P. 52)
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SNAPS:THE BUSINESS SIDE
BNAPS ELECTED OFFICERS
EXECUTIVE
PRESIDENT
PAST PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
2nd V I CE PRESI DENT
TREASURER
SECRETARY

Michael Oicketts, 61 Alwington Ave., Kingston, Ont. l<7L 4R4
James C. Lehr, 2918 Cheshire Road, Wilming ton, DE 19810
Edward J . Whiting, 25 Kings Circle, Malvern, PA 19355
Dr. Robert V.C. Carr, 117 Rob in Hood Way, Youngstown, OH 44511
Marva A. Paige, P.O. Box 6688, Chesapeake VA 23323
Earle L. Covert M.D ., P.O. Box 1070, Hay River, NWT XOE ORO

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Ten sittings: Five elected in the even numbered years for four year terms
Servi ng until Dec. 31, 1984
Leo LaFrance (Chairman of Board)
C. Ronald McGuire
Wilmer Rockett
William Simpson
C. A. Still ions

Serving until Dec. 3 1, 1986
E. A. Harris
Robert H. Pratt
John Siverts
Allan L. Steinhart
Jack Wallace

COMM ITTEE S & APPOINTED OFFICERS
MEMBERSH IP : Chairman: Norm Brassier
HISTOR IAN: Edward J. Whiting
CONVENTION S: Chairman: C. Rona ld McGuire
BN A TOPICS: See Page 2
HANDBOOKS: Chairm'3n: Allan L. Steinhart
ASS'T. SECRE T ARY: John Graper
SALES CIRCUIT: Manager: R.H. Jamieson, P.O. Box 2, Sta. A., Islington, Ontario M9A 4X1
BOOK D EPAR TMENT: Manager: Dave Clare, P.O. Box 1082, Oakville, Ontario L6J 5E9
LIBRARY : Librarian: Don Makinen , AT. 2, Box 38, Freeport TX 77541

'

REG IONAL GROUPS
REG IONAL GROUP COORDI NATOR: Robert V. C. Carr (Address-see Executive)
PRAI RI E BEAVERS: E.A. Richardson, P.O. Box 939, League City TX 77573
CAL GARY : Philip Wolf, 10515 Shillington Cr. S.W., Calgary, Alta. T2W ONS
NOR TH ERN CALI FORNI A: W.L. Wright, 2724 Doris Court, Carmichael, CA 95608
MID-A TLANTIC: Richard A. Colberg, 1050 Helen Ave., Lancaster, PA 17601
EDMON TON : Stewart Kenyon, P .0. Box 5152,Sta. E, Edmonton, Alta. T5P 4C1
GOLDEN HORSESHOE : Andrew Chung, P .0. Box 507 1, Stn. E. Hamilton, Ont: LSS 4K9
DETROIT -WIN DSOR REGIONAL GROUP: Mike Barie, P.O. Box 1445 , Detroit, Ml 48231

STUDY GROUPS
(See The Study Group CENTERLINE in this issue)

ADVERTISING RATES
Effective 1 January , 1984

one -time six co nsecutive
Insertion
insertions

~~~~~dt~:;r~ fi~~~~ orhack): : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Full page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
Half page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quarter page. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Eighth page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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90.00
60.00
35.00
25.00
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450.00
300.00
175.00
125.00

25% Extra

·Tear sheets furnished only on request
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From the Secretary

EARLE L. COVERT M.D.
P.O. Box 1070
HAY RIVER, NWT
CANADA XOE ORO

Members are asked to note that two SIGNATURES on an application for membership
hastens approval of new applications

REPORT DATE: 1 October 1984
APP LICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHI P
Objections MUST be filed with the Secretary IMMEDIATELY upon publication
4378

4379

4380

4381

4382

4383

4384

4385

4386

SCHLESINGER, Robert A ., 9350 Cedar Lane, Des Plaines, I L 60016
C Postal Stationery, Philatelic Literature
Proposed by Secretary
ROCHELEAU, Michel, 7630 Cure Clermont, Ville d'Anjou , Que. H1K 1X1
C Canada - Pence to George V Mint and Used, Proofs, Essays, Philatelic Literature
Pence Issue Covers
Proposed by Arthur Leggett 2471, seconded by Wm. H .P. Maresch 1808
HALLER, Martin, CP 35, St- Hubert, Quebec J3Y 5S9
C Canadian Military Mail, Modern Quebec Cancellations. Slogan and Moon Cancellations
Proposed by Jean -Guy Dalpe 3309, seconded by Jacques J. Charron 1525
PADDOCK, David N ., Box 43, Dunellen, N .J. 08812
C Canada General, Variet ies, Covers, Postal Stationery, Stampless, Postal History, Fakes,
Forger ies, Cancellations and Philatelic Literature. Great Lakes Postal H istory.
Proposed by W. C. Walton 2617, seconded by Earle L. Covert L - 2698
GOLDBERG, Hugh M ., 111 Nassau Street, New York, N.Y. 10038
D
Proposed by Edmund H. Wright L - 3898
HOSANG, Joachim, Hauptstr. 50, Soellingen, West Germany D3339
C Hun ting Revenues of B.C., Alberta and Manitoba. Topical Hunting
Proposed by W. Rockett E -249, seconded by Earle L. Covert L - 2698
WEISE, Edward J., Jr., 2226 Cumiskey St., Marysville, CA 95901
C Revenues, Centennials, Semi -Official Airmails
Proposed by R. H. Jamieson 2118, seconded by James Catterick 647
MOFFITT, HeatherS., Gunn, AB TOE 1AO
C Canada Semi -Official Airmails. Small and Large Queens
Proposed by R. H. Jamieson 2118, seconded by Earle L. Covert L-2698
MAJORS, Ronald E., 20 Lily Court, Walnut Creek, CA 94595

c
4387

4388

4389

4390

Proposed by R. H. Jamieson 2118, seconded by Preston A. Pope 3044
GAUDET, Peter J., 109 Lyall Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4E 1W6
C Admirals Mint and Covers. Airmai ls Mint and Covers
Proposed by Manfred Walther 3374
MCLEOD, James D., 86 - 12 Ave., Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 4K3
C Cover of Tricentennial with RPO' s, Royal Train Covers, Whitepass RR Covers
Proposed by David Oatman 4328
LEDOUX, Andre, 737 U. Crepeau, Mascouche, Quebec J7K 2R4
D- C
Proposed by Secretary
STORK, Analeen R ., 246 Bemis, San Francisco, CA 94131

c
Proposed by C. L. Cole 1687
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4391

4392

LONGLEY, Bill R., 2785 Cathian Crescent, Mississauga, Ontario L5L 2C6
C Canada - Provinces, Varieties
Proposed by R. Bradbury 3831, seconded by Dave Dixon 3297
DRETZKE, Donald A ., 3214 Taraval Street, San Francisco, CA 94116
C BNA Used
Proposed bv Clell E. McElroy Jr. 3643, seconded by Lewis M . Ludlow L -1425
NEW MEMBERS

4285
4320
4329
4332
4336
4337
4338
4339
4340
4341
4342
4343
4344
4345
4347
4348
4349
4350

HOTCHKISS, Ronald R.
GUTTMAN, Hershel
SPENCLEY, Mary J.
BULLEN, Thom as G .
LEMAY, J.P.
PERKINS, Clive M.
KENDLE, Frank E.
PARKER, Everett L.
KENDLE, James W.
HAEFELI, Jack P.
ALLEN, James L.
CLOUTIER, J.
TOZER, Peter R.
DICK, Victor R.
WALTHER, Ralph W.
LUNN, Ronald V .
LETOURNEAU, Michel
GLEZEN, John M.

4351
4352
4353
4354
4355
4356
4358
4359
4360
4361
4362
4363
4364
4365
4366
4367
4368
4369

SWINFORD, David N.
RATHBUN, Hugh D .
CARSON, Richard H.
BEAULIEU, G. Hertel
LATTER, John R. B.
MACBAIN, Cameron J.
DRYDEN, DwainE.
REYNOLDS, John R.
TRACY, Douglas
RAMSEY, Robert G.
FINN, Warren T.
MURRAY, Joan E.
GODFREY, William M.
DENISON, Susan L.
LEWIS, Ronald A.
BASTEDO, David B.
TRASEWICK, Laura P. A.
WEINBERGER , William A .

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP PENDING
Applications previously published and awaiting concurrence of the Membership Committee
4357
4370
4371
4372
4373
4374
4375
4376
4377

SHAW, Robert M.
MAYO, Edward
NEWROTH, Dr. Peter R.
GREEN, Joe M.
POMFRET,Colin
EATON, Fredrick R .
KALABZA, Stanley J.
ARNELL, Dr. John C.
SCHOOLER, Andrew M.

DROPPED IN ERROR
The following names should not have been included in the dropped for non -payment list printed
in the July-August issue. Our apologies for any inconvenience caused.
3085
3425
4272

BEATTY, G. Walter
BRICE, Harry William
TWARDZIK, Robert H.
DECEASED

3532
E -34

OBENAUER, Ross A ., N .C.
O'NEILL, T.H., N.Y.
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RE -INST ATE D
4293
4185

EATON, DanielL., 6174 East Boulevard, Vancouver, B.C. V6M 3V6
YOULL, Cyril T ., 1867 Bayview Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4G 3E4
MAIL R ETURNED - UNDELI V ERABLE
Please notify Secretary of any changes known

3520

ACKERMAN, Arnold W., 3546 S. Ocean Blvd., Plam Beach, FL 33480

CHA N GES/CORRECTI ONS OF A DDR ESS
Notice of changes MUST BE SENT TO THE SECRETARY- Any other office causes delay
4276
L -2848
4309
2447
1095
2469
L -36 28
3142
3801
2934
4266
2436
4294
4275
4330
4042
1474
L-1501

ALTWERGER, Nick, 35375 Northmont, Farmington Hills, Ml 48018
CHURLEY, Gerald Herbert, F.R.P.S: L., P.O. Box 76711, Vancouver B.C. V5R 5S7
COVINGTON, Brock R ., P.O. Box 207, Glen Echo, MD 20812
HENNOK, Jim A., 185 Oueen Street East, Toronto, Ontario M5A 1S2
HILL, Gordon M., Apt. 320, 1001 -13 Ave. S.W. Calgary, AB T2R OL7
HOROVENKO, Albert, 1325 Talbot Road, Windsor, Ontario N9H 1A5
KR IZ, John Jerome Ill, 50 Berkeley St., Boston, MA 02116
LANE, David M ., 52 Michener Dr.,Regina, Sask. S4V OL7
MCDONALD, Al ex A ., 65 Duke St., Thunder Bay, Ontario P7A 5S8
MCGRATH, John G., P.O. Box 2038, Kingston, Ontario K7L 5J8
MAISEL, Wm. H., 409 Cypress Ave. Port Charlotte, FL 33952
MARSHALL, Albert W., 2781 West Shore Dr., Lummi Island, WA 98262
MAYER, John C., 1127 Green Springs Ave. So., Apt. 1139E, Birmingham, A L 35205
SKREPNEK, Raymond J., Box 479, Berwyn, AB TOH OEO
STAN LEY, Robert G., c/o 327 Marlton Crescent, Winnipeg, Man. R3R 1A6
TAYLOR, Ronald James, 515 Dalhousie St. - 231, Amherstburg, Ontario N9V 3P3
COHEN, Stanley, La Alazaba, Apt. 2431, Nueva Andalucia, Marbella (Malaga) Spain
HARRISON, H.W., 37 Olive Lane, Owings Mills, MD 21117
M EMBERSHIP SUMMA RY

Total Membership as of 1 August 1984
New Members added 1 October 1983
Re -instated
Dropped in Error last issue
Deceased
Total membership as of 1 October 1984
Applications Pending
New Applications

1399
36

2

3
2
1438

9
15

~--------~~----------~~

~~

features BNA POSTAL HISTORY
STAMPS , FREAKS, VARIETIES

j Send for FREE copy of o ur deluxe Auction Catalog.
(604) 542·5169
P.O. Box 937. Vernon. BC,
Canada YIT 6M8.__.,~1 .m 1..,.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
RATES:

25 words for $3.00; 104 per extra word. Discount of 25% for 4 or more consecutive
inserts of the 1ame ad. Full payment must accompany ad copy. Copy and cheque or
money order, payable to SNAPS, should be sent to the Advertising Manager: Dave Dixon,
P.O. Box 1082, Oakville, Ont. Canada L6J 5E9.

Receipt of advertising copy does not conatitute acceptance.
FOR

SALE

WANTED

CLASSIC CANADA--I have a nice selection of
Victorian stamps, cancels and covers
(especially SO's) competitively priced for
sale or trade for 3¢
material and pre ·Jubilee PC's. All enquiries promptly answered.
Jeffrey Switt, 3962 Belford Ave ., Fort
Worth, TX 76103.
CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AirMail stamps
and covers; government issues C1 to C9,
singles, plates, First Day Covers, First
Flight Covers. Newfoundland Air Mail
Ray Simrak, P.O.
stamps and Covers.
Box 56, Maidstone, Ont. NOR 1 KO.

sa

LOOKING FOR QUALITY ITEMS at reasonable
prices? Our 'Special Offers' lists tough to
find Canadian material. Write to Jubilee
Stamps, Box 103, K itchener, Ont. N2G 3W9
OLD TOPICS available: Vol. 7 #7 (whole no.
71) to date. US $25. per volume (including
postage) through 1969; $20. per volume
1970 on. Also MAPLE LEAVES since
1967, same terms; Sissons' auction cat·
alogues since 1967 ~- offers? W. Bosch,
1528 Meyer Street, Elgin, Ill. 60120.
USED CANADA, Nfld., G.B., U.S., U.N., Aust.,
British Colonies, want lists filled. George
McGowan, P.O. Box 89, Kinderhook,
N.Y. 12106.
MORE THAN FIFTY THOUSAND early post cards in stock including town views, railway
depots, post offices, patriotics, ships, mill·
tary, on approval against your wantlist.
Neil Hayne, Box 220, Bath, Ontario,
KOH 1GO.

WANTED
POSTAL HISTORY COVERS with 1897 Diamond Jubileestamps-overseas destinations
- combinations with other stamps- Jubilee
Post Cards with overseas destinations.
Howard Twichell, 7334 Whispering Pines,
Dallas, Texas 75248.

SUNNY ALBERTA - Alberta town cancels
on cover, card or stamp.
Territorial
period forward. Also Edmonton material
and small town views. Postage paid. Keith
R. Spencer, Dept. of Sociology, University
of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2H4.
CLINTON CREEK, YUKON (anything). Also
need advertising covers or cards with illustrated mappings of any Canadian location.
Mary Miller, Box 160, Kamloops, B.C.
V2C 5K6.
FORMING A 3ct JUBILEE, Squared-Circle col·
lection. Please send listing of your dup·
licates; will buy or trade. A. A . Shaman, P.
0. Box 103, Kitchener;Ontario N2G 3W9.
STAMP DONATIONS for 'Stamp Whiz Kids'
junior collectors of St. Francis Xavier
School. Send c/o Kathy Ward, 11 Rose
Crescent, Stoney Creek, Ontario, L8G 3W6.
CANADA POST P .S. 14's and illustrated announcements (new issue release posters)
bought, sold, traded. 1935- current. D . G.
Jones, Box 2817, Edson, Alta. TOE OPO.
INTERNMENT/P.O.W. covers and cards from
camps in Canada. Clear camp and censor
markings. Send photocopies (will reim·
burse cost) and asking price to Steven
Luciuk, 1542 East Heights, S.A.SKATOON,
Sask., S7J 3B5.
ESSAY PROOF JI)URNAL (loose/bound issues);
Sissons catalogues sales 1·165 (with p.r.);
Maresch auctions #1, 3-11, 13-29, 34,53-54
(with p.r.); Popular Stamps volumes 1 -5;
Canadian Philatelist volumes 1 -4, 6#8, 7#6.
Send list of items and price wanted. Paul
Burega, 1 Pleasant Ba~Winnipeg, Manitoba
R2K OC9.
ANCASTER CANCELLATIONS on cover/card.
Need split rings, corks, special markings and
sub-offices. Will buy/trade. Mike Street,
Box 7230, Ancaster, Ont. L9G 3N6
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TRADE

WANTED

WILL TRADE early used Canada for used
Canadian Provinces. Write William Catter·
mole, 334 McEwen Drive, Kingston, Ont·
ario K7M 3W1. Life member SNAPS,
RPSC and APS.

PRE-1900 COVERS from the following Ontario
towns. Will pay any reasonable asking
price. Scarboro, Highland Creek, Dunbarton, Courtice, Welcome, Wicklow,
Smithfield, Bayside, Deseronto, Mill Creek,
Cataraqui. Bob Parsons, 4 Freeman Rd.,
Markham, Ontario, L3P 4G1.

EXCHANGE
QUALITY BR ITISH COMMONWEALTH and
United States - established exchange club
seeks limited number of additional mem·
bers. Write Chas. C. Cummings, R.R. 6,
Guelph, Ontario N 1 H 6J3.

WANTED
MONTREAL NUMERAL and letter duplex
cancellations on Cover&card on the
Admiral Issue. R. Bayes, Box 86456, N .
Vancouver, B.C. V7L 4L 1.
SECRETARY, MILITIA COUNCIL return
address covers with or without enclosure.
Offical stationery with OHMS perfin,and
private perfin covers. Send photocopy
w ith price wanted. Jon Johnson, Box
6118, Stn. D, Calgary, AB . T2P 2C7.

CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND POSTAL
GUIDES -all periods. Highest prices paid.
Dave Dixon, P.O. Box 1082, Oakville, Ont.
L6J 5E9.
PRE-JUBILEE POST CARDS WANTED. Need
destinations, cancels, varieties. Cash pur·
chase or trade for my Victorian material.
Jeffrey Switt, 3962 Belford, Fort Worth,
TX 76103.
1946-53 COVERS WITH PEACE ISSUE stamps
(268·73, C9, E11, CE 3-4), particularly
overseas use. Will buy/trade. Mike Street,
Box 7230, Ancaster, Ont. L9G 3N6
KAMLOOPS AND GLACIER, B.C. Covers
and viewcards wanted, all periods. Also
CPR related material of Kamloops and
Glacier. Jim Miller, Box 160, Kamloops,
B.C. V2C 5K6.

FOR PERSONAL COLLECTION, copies of
BNA TOPICS, numbers 4, 10, 13, 15
& 19. Contact A . D. Hanes, 126 School
St., Borden, Ontario LOM 1CO.

YOUR CLASSIFIED AD
COULD BE IN TH IS SPACE
Contact the Advertising Manager

Study Group Centerline (Continued from P.46)

ing study, Minor Re -entries on the Half Cent
Small Queen and Plating Gutter Blocks and Pairs,
by George Arfken. Theirs is one of the better
I have wondered why there is no study

group devoted to regulatory markings: 'adver·
tised', 'money letter', 'not called for', etc. A
fundamental part of Canadian Postal history yet no enthusiasm, or is there?

Stamp: United Empire Loyalists
Denomination: 32ci
Date of Issue: 3 July 1984
Design: Will Davies
Printer: British American Bank Note Co. Ltd.
Quantity: 20,000,000*
Dimensions: 40mm x 24mm (horizontal)
Perforations: 13+
Gum Type: PVA
Paper Type: Coated one side, litho (Clark)
Printing Process: Lithography in 5 colors
Pane Layout: 50 stamps
Tagging: All general tagged
"Does not include printing overruns or stamps
destroyed after withdrawal from sale (if any).
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1924 -1984
1984 is our Diamond Jubilee. Two generations looking
after serious philatelists, whether buying or selling.
Most of you know us from our lavishly illustrated
auction catalogues (which have become reference
works) or our Private Treaty Sales that have offered
the finest quality stamps on our shelves.

If you are not on our mailing list, you are missing out
on a lot of exceptional material, and on the best value
offered in the trade for subscriptions. Only $10 in
Canada, $15 (U.S. Funds) in the United States, and
$25 (Canadian Funds) any place else in the world.
We look forward to hearing from you.

r. rnaresch & son
3 30 S AY ST.. S T E .703 • TOR ONTO, C A NAOA M 5 H 259 • (416) 363-7 777
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For Better B.N.A.

J.N~. SISSONS INC.
Suite 103 (Mezz.) The Sheraton Centre
100 Richmond St. W., Toronto
Canada MSH 3K6
Telephone: (416) 364-6003

